Attention

DRUGS!

Be sure to vote in the
run-off elections for
Student Government
President and VicePresident on April 3.

Has the Clemson campus been
infected with the disease of drug
abuse among the nation's young?
Turn to page two and find out.
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Lead found in campus drinking fountains
by Dean Lollis
managing editor
The results of a test conducted by the
University's Facilities Maintainence and
Operations revealed that six water fountains
on campus have failed the Environmental
Protection Agency's standards for lead
content.
An official of the Department of Health
and Environmental Control said the current
standard they use in determining lead content is 50 parts per million.
The test, which began in October of last
year and was finished in mid-February,
revealed that of the 466 water fountains
tested on campus, water fountains in the
following areas contained more that the EPA
standard: Tillman Hall basement, Freeman
Hall basement, Norris Hall fourth floor,
Brackett Hall third floor, Geer Hall first

floor and Lever Hall tenth floor.
The water fountains that failed varied
from 53 parts per billion to 200 parts per
billion, said Jim Hanna. "We had them
removed and I thought that they had all been
replaced sometime ago. I hope at this time

"When we get down
to it, (a high lead content) could be in sinks
n

Jim Hanna
plant engineer for facilities
maintenance
they are all replaced, but if they aren't they
will be replaced shortly."

by Dean Lollis
managing editor
and
Tia Egidi
staff writer
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Workers repair the wall after it was smashed out
by a passing car.

In the span of a week, Ed Bell,
elections board chairman, was in
office, out of office, and then reinstated to his position.
In a meeting called by Student
Senate President Derrick Pierce on
Thursday, March 15, Student Senate withdrew the motion it had
approved in a special meeting on
Tuesday, March 13, to remove Bell
from office.
On Monday, March 12, Bell,
acting upon advisement from Troy
Leforge of Student Development,
decided to postpone the run-off

State funding falls below requests
by Dean Lollis
formula than would be involved
managing editor and
with a one percent fee increase."
Robert Thomas editor-in-chief
"Universities are always going
The Gamecock
to be tied to the overall state budget.
Every corner of campus would
suffer if the South Carolina Legislature funds Clemson and other state
universities by its proposed plan,
said David Larson, vice president
of business and finance.
The South Carolina House is
considering a plan to give 86 percent of formula funding to universities. Full or 100 percent formula
funding would fund Clemson and
other state schools at a rate comparable to similar universities in 15
southern states.
"All of our focus has been on
trying to express our concerns to
the General Assembly and articulate why higher education needs a
better percent of formula funding
and what it means to the state,"
Larson said. "Many more dollars
are involved with one percent in the

Tony Counts/staff photographer

Some of the campus fountains have
been found to contain lead in the
water.

Bell removed from office, later reinstated
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After the crash!

"As far as the University is concerned,
there is no requirement for us to test water
coolers. That is only required for primary
and secondary schools," he said.
"When we get down to it, (a high lead
content) could be in sinks, but we have done
water coolers," he said.
The EPA is considering lowering its allowable limit of lead. "It looks like (the
standard) is going to be reduced by more than
half. . . Some of the thinking among the
experts in the industry feel that (the standard)
will go to twenty parts per billion," he said.
"The test we did was not sanctioned by the
EPA, but it was accurate enough to tell us if
we might have something that was suspect.
Of those that we think under the new standard would be suspect, we have commissioned an outside testing laboratory to do the
EPA sanctioned test for lead."
"Taking out the six that we have removed,
about another 20 would be suspect," he said.

When it' s a tough year for the state,
you can't expect to have a splendid
year at universities," Bob Sheheen,
house speaker, D-Kershaw.
In the early 1980s, S.C. universities were funded below 100 percent, said Larson. In the mid-1980s,
the funding reached 99 percent, but
has since fallen consistently.
In the past few years, the university has made efforts to put
faculty pay on a scale comparable
to similar schools in the surrounding region. These efforts will be
set back, Larson said.
The State Senate is also considering a state budget amendment
that would limit tuition for in-state
students at state colleges and universities to 4.6 percent. The amendment would, however, have no
effect on tuition increases for outof-state students.

University of South Carolina
President James Holderman called
the move "inappropriate" coming
from the Legisulature which usually plays no role in setting tuition.
"Everybody I talked to in the
university and college community.
. . would all hate to see it (tuition
setting) drift away to some other
body such as the General Assembly," Holderman said.
Rep. Tim Rogers, D-Richland
County, said he would be surprised
if the amendment survived in Senate and received Governor Carroll
Campbell's signature. "When we
underfund higher education, we are
making inevitable tuition increases," he said.
"If you look around in the Southeast, you will find that in most, if
not all, states, the issue of fee increases has always been left to the
governing boards of the institutions.
1 don't know of a mandated fixed

see Cap, page 11

election scheduled for Tuesday,
March 13. Bell had received a
letter concerning possible campaign
violations by a presidential candidate.
The following day, more than
20 senators signed a petition asking
Pierce to call a meeting. During
this meeting, possible violations of
the Student Handbook by Bell were
debated and senate voted to remove
Bell from office.
Only two days later, Pierce called
a meeting of Senate in which Bell
and Troy LeForge, Bell's advisor
from Student Development, presented their side of what happened.
"I can take it no other way than
as a personal attack toward me. It
hurt. It really hurt," Bell said. "I
don't feel that I have done anything
wrong as far as violating proce-

dures."
According to Bell, the invalidity of the run-off could have been
determined halfway through the
election. He asked LeForge for her
advice on what should be done
considering the elections. Her
advice, after consulting with Kirk
Brague, of Student Development,
was that the election should be
postponed.
"(Ed) sought my advice as his
advisor. I think that it was more a
situation of this was the best thing
to do," LeForge said.
"The elections board chairman
can disqualify acandidate. He could
have done that. He can also take it
to his board. An appeal can then
come from a candidate and it could
have been contested," she said.

see Bell, page 12

University responds
to NCAA allegations
by Mike Schaper
staff writer
The University has responded
to the NCAA Committee on alleged infractions of the football
program in a 149 page document
sent to the committee on March
19.
The response is based on interviews with over 100 individuals
and a review of hundreds of documents by the University.
"The University does not believe that a pattern of violations of
any kind existed over the six-year
period of time from 1984 through
the present, the period under review by the NCAA," said University President Max Lennon in the
letter sent to the infraction committee.
Lennon went on to say that
most of the violations were due to

an inaccurate understanding of
the rules or lack of sound judgment that he believes can be easily
corrected.
The University also outlined
corrective measures it will take
to prevent future violations.
These measures include creating
a Director of Compliance position. The director will be in charge
of making sure that recruiting
activities do not violate NCAA
regulations.
Of the 14 alleged violations,
the University can at least partially substantiate eight.
The University cannot substantiate four of the charges and
cannot determine for sure on one
of the violations while one of the
violations has been withdrawn.

see NCAA, page 12
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Drug and alcohol abuse:
Has the national disease spread to the Clemson campus?
by Bill Swain
news editor
The 1990 Tiger drug survey has
revealed contrasting reports from
the recent survey conducted by the
Student Government.
Prompted by student response
negating the results of the Student
Government study, a new poll was
taken to attempt to give the student
body a better representation of
campus drug use.
The majority of students felt
that the Student Government survey was inaccurate and biased.
The sampling was performed by
telephoning students selected at
random from the student directory.
To insure equal representation from
all classes, one member of each
class was selected from each page
of the directory to answer the survey questions. A total of 309 students were called.
The questions asked were simple
and concise to acquire the necessary data, such as "Have you ever
used illegal drugs? If yes, what
kind? i.e. marijuana, cocaine, LSD.
If yes, how often? i.e. daily, weekly,
occasionally.
Fifty nine percent of the participating students said they have never
used illegal drugs of any kind.
In contrast, 35% admitted having smoked marijuana at one time,
7% have tried cocaine, and only
5% have used LSD. Of the admitted users, only five students claim
to use drugs on a daily basis. Sixty
three percent of the admitted users
practice drug abuse on a weekly
basis.
Students were next asked on their
use of alcohol while at Clemson.
An overwhelming 80% of poll participants said they consume alcohol. The majority of students consume alcohol on an "occasional"
basis.
A surprising 37% stated that they
have driven a car while under the
influence of alcohol.

Breakdown of drugs used

Colombians: reduce U.S.
demand
Poll results show that Colombians believe the USA should
work harder to reduce the demand for drugs in the USA and
worry less about Colombia supplying drugs.

67%

□ U.S.
□ Colombian
response
response

39%

43%

Graph represents breakdown of the drugs used by the 127 admitted drug users.
Percentages sum to 117% because some students surveyed replied that they had used 2 or more drugs.

Over 73% said they have drank
alcohol before being of legal age.
Matt Kozma said "The majority of
the abuse lies with the underage
drinkers. There is a lot of unresponsable drinking on this campus."
Kozma believes that "getting
drunk and yacking in the bathroom
is not my idea of a good time."
The final questions on the survey were "Do you feel drugs and
alcohol are problems at Clemson?"
and "Do you feel that drug and
alcohol abuse are as bad or worse at
other universities?"
Differing from the statistical
results, 60% of the participants do
believe that Clemson students do
not have a problem with drug and
alcohol abuse while 60% feel that
other universities do have problems.
Freshman Melissa Copeland
thinks "alcohol is a bigger problem
than drugs because the use leaves
the privacy of their dorms or apartments. You don't see too many
people walking around stoned but
you do see a lot of drunk people
walking around campus."
As far as the drug problem on
campus, Derek Brown feels "it's
not very evident for me to see

Upstate
introduced

to "ice"
by Bill Swain
news editor

It's called "ice." Made from the stimulant methamphetamine, the drug is smoked
producing a four-to-14 hour high creating
aggression followed by an emotional
"crash," experts say.
"Ice" is a pure, crystalline form of
methamphetamine. "Cookie" Hanna, program administrator for addictive disease
unit at Charter Hospital of Greenville, said
it is a type of amphetamine or stimulant that
can be obtained with a prescription such as
diet pills or hyperactivity medicines.
She said "This [ice] high is much more
intense than the cocaine high—it's a different kind of intensity." The depression that
follows is worse than anything they have
experienced with cocaine, she said.
She also added that users often do not
remember what they did while they were
high.
Two years ago, the South Carolina
Sheriff's Association successfully lobbied
the General Assembly for special statutes to
ban crack cocaine use and punish offenders,
according to a Greenville News report.
Executive Director Jeff Moore said that
"ice" may replace crack as the worst drug
on the streets.
Within the next two weeks, Lt. Gov.
Nick Theodore is expected to introduce a
new "ice" bill to increase the penalties for
possession and distribution, said John
Moylan, assistant to Theodore.
Moylan said that one idea under consideration by legislators would give local law

personally."
Copeland said she thinks there
could be a bigger problem of drug
and alcohol abuse at Winthrop College because the fraternity houses
are off campus.
Editors

note:

preceding

Reduce
supply

"The drug is so unique,
the high lasts so long and
the users are out of conJeff Moore

S.C Sheriffs Association executive director
duction and distribution that took place entirely in state.
Although there have not been any arrests
for "ice" in the Upstate, at least four people
have been treated for "ice" use and overdose
in Greenville area hospitals.
Moore said "we haven't seen any "ice"

Both equally
important

Source: USA TODAY/S Tiempo polls conducted in the USA and Colombia;
sampling error: 3.5 percent
survey was conducted by members
of The Tiger staff and Dr. Asinor's
English 231 class.

Marcia Staimer, Gannett News Service

enforcement officials the authority to survey drug activity by wire tapping. This
wouldgive South Carolina officials jurisdiction over drug activity related to "ice" pro-

trol"

The

Reduce
demand

here, but the point was why wait until we get
it here before we get a law on the books to
deal with it?" He added "the drug is so
unique, the high lasts so long and the users
are out of control."
The Sheriff's Association supports new
"ice" legislation to avoid any debate over the
applicability of "ice" to its drug statutes, he
said. Simple methamphetamine is covered
under the current law but debate could arise
over the new smokable derivative, Moore
said.
The crack bill was passed before many
arrests were made, but the number of arrests
increased in the months immediately following, he said.
Mike Bridges, Greenville Police Chief,
said typically it takes 18 months to two years
for a new drug to reach the Upstate after they
are introduced to the larger cities.

Julie Stacev. Gannett News Service

Results of the
Student Government
Drug use survey
conducted in
February, 1990 of 300
students.
-48% drink alcohol
each week
-45% are freshman
-22% are sophomores
-11% are juniors
-22% are seniors
-43% use marijuana
-20% use marijuana
twice a week
-58% rarely use
cocaine
-50% have used LSD
-25% use LSD monthly

Assistant U.S. Attorney David Stephens
said law enforcement officers will need to
worry about "ice" because of the violent
reactions caused by the drug and its ease of
manufacturing. "Ice" can be made in a
kitchen with legal ingredients. "We're going
to yearn for the good old days of crack when
"ice" hits," he said.
An advantage law enforcement officers
have in controlling "ice" is its high cost. In
Hawaii a . 1 gram can sell for $50 to $7000
for one ounce. A user can get 10 to 15 hits
from one gram of "ice."
Stephens said they cannot estimate the
street price of "ice" in the Upstate until
cases are documented.
An Upstate task force will be searching
for "ice" labs. Authorities expect to uncover
two or three labs based on the population
size and current drug activity.

Government looks to technology to combat drug smugling
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network.
WASHINGTON — To trap betterequipped drug smugglers, the government
needs to build a better mouse — and other
tools to snoop for narcotics, officials told a
Senate committee.
Smaller FAX machines could help agents
in the field get better information faster, the
experts said, and satellites could track smugglers anywhere. An electronic mouse —
equipped with a transmitter and sensor —
could roam suspected drug-ferrying ships
and signal officials at the port of entry if
drugs are found.
Efforts to develop such high-tech drugfighting gadgets desperately need more than
the $50 million now allocated for drughunting technology, FBI and other officials
told the Senate Judiciary Committee. About
$6 billion is now spent annually fighting
drugs.
Federal agents told the panel that smugglers have become so sophisticated that

some time-tested devices do not work any
more.
"The well-funded criminal has employed
elaborate countermeasures, extensive monitoring equipment and sophisticated communications devices often of superb quality,"
said Assistant FBI Director William Baker.
Baker and other federal drug-fighting
officials cited examples of the problems of
the technology war with smugglers:
—When networks of radar were set up to
track planes, smugglers acquired the specialized equipment to escape detection.
— When police used more radios, drug
dealers acquired long-range scanners to
eavesdrop.
— When police trained dogs to sniff out
hidden drugs, smugglers began using machines to better seal plastic packaging.
"There is no limit to the way drugs can be
packaged, reconstituted or concealed," said
Raymond Mintz, director of the Customs
Service's Office of Enforcement Support.
"In truth, very little was, and still is, known

about the physical and chemical properties
of the drugs in question."
Scientists and micro-electronics experts
told the committee about new technologies
that could sniff the air for minute drug traces
as well as detect hidden packages based on
density.
They said, however, such equipment is
three to five years away from being available with the present amount of government
research money.
Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., chairman of
the Judiciary Committee, said money for
new anti-drug technology should be tripled.
"We have not been doing our job adequately funding this research," he said.
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., agreed
that law enforcement officials must keep up
with drug dealers' technological advances
but issued one caution:
"The appeal of high-tech supply-side
approaches must not be permitted to eclipse
the importance of treatment, prevention and
traditional street-level law enforcement."

March 9,1990
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Academic learning center student-athletes not necessary
The whole idea of building an ACADEMIC LEARNING CENTER really irks
me. As STUDENTS I hope you are as angry
about this project as I am. I have listened to
all of the arguments the coaches, advisors,
and administrators have made and now I
have derived my opinion.
As everyone knows, the student body has
grown considerably in the past few years
making classes larger and more difficult to
schedule.
The athletic department has also felt the
crunch of overcrowding. Unlike the University, they did something about it. Someone
came up with the fantastic idea to build the
student-athletes their own study lounges for
tutoring and classes.
What a wonderful idea you might say, if
you are one of these athletes, but as a student
of academic advancement, I disagree.
When I was conducting the interviews
for my story in the last issue of The Tiger,
entitled "Academic learning center to be
built for student athletes," I was told a few
interesting stories tfiat I could not include in
a news story.
First, I started out to get basic information for the story by calling Allison Dalton
of IPTAY. As she was unavailable, I went to
other sources such as the football team's
academic advisor, Joe White, for data.
Mr. White informed me that this building was necessary because the football players get their "brains bashed in" every day on
the field and that constitutes the need to
spend yet another $2.5 million on, and I
quote, "a nice building."

newsstuff
BILL
SWAIN
NEWS

ft

EDITOR
He also told me that working for The
Tiger was different than playing football.
Well Joe, you're wrong. This is your formal
invitation to come up to The Tiger offices on
a Wednesday and stay until the paper is
finished. I am not trying to toot my own horn
about how hard we work, but I want you to
know before you tell me otherwise.
The next on my list to contact was Nick
Lomax, vice president for student affairs.
Mr. Lomax had a problem with my tone of
voice on the telephone.
He told me that he knew I didn't like the
idea of the project and then referred me to
B.J. Skelton, associate vice president for
student affairs and dean of admissions and
registration.
Before I had a chance to call him, Mr.
Skelton called me. This interested me because the former news editor, Dean Lollis,
had been trying to reach Mr. Skelton for a
couple of days with little success. When I
stirred up the "learning center" issue everybody wanted to talk to me.
Further along the line of gossip, Coach
Ken Hatfield was the next to ring my bell. I
like the new coach and, in my opinion, I think

Coming up
Graduate students can partipate in a workshop on how to
become more effective teachers
on April 3. The workshop will
begin at 2 pm and will be held in
Lyles Auditorium in Lee Hall.

Also on April 3, Diana Scully
will present a lecture in honor of
Rape Awareness Week. This
lecture will be held in Lyles
Auditorium as well and will begin
at 8 pm.

of him as more than just a coach. He is an
educator with sincere desires to improve the
football team's academic performance.
What I want to get across to you as students and not athletes is: Why are they building this thing? Clemson athletes make up
maybe 1 % of the student body. Why are they
special?
IPTAY claims that the funding for this
project is provided totally by their funds. So
what! You are not supporting my efforts as
a student.
They [IPTAY] always claim how much
they do for the students as a whole. I'm not
seeing any of it. Can you show me?
Almost everyone enjoys watching football games but I'm tired of the political game
IPTAY plays with the administration. I mentioned in my story last week that the "learning center" will be built on University land.
This is a very clever approach to an otherwise unsolvable problem. IPTAY gets the
money from anyone willing to donate it then
gives it to the University and demands that
money be used only for athletics. This is one
approach to manipulate the law to your favor
to use a land grant university's land for construction of a facility to be paid for by an
outside organization.
I say, if you've got so much money, go
build your buildings somewhere else and
leave University land for important structures such as more full time classroom buildings or dormitories.
My next problem with Clemson athletics
is the image it gives the University. Have you
ever been talking to students from another

school and they ask you where you go to
school? I have. When I tell them I go to
Clemson, I hear the same responses. "Hey
you got a hell of a football team down there."
Or more recently, over spring break, basketball was the team they saw.
Does anyone know Clemson for the real
purpose of a university. The Oxford American Dictionary definition for "university"
reads as follows "an educational institution,
composed of one or more colleges and graduate schools, that provides instruction and
facilities for research in many branches of
advanced learning."
It doesn't say anything about athletics.
Other schools with excellent football
programs are also better known for their
academic program. When I hear Georgia
Tech, I think engineering. Duke, University
of Virginia, and Wake Forest all have good
football teams but most know them for what
is important, education.
I propose to the student body to forfeit the
football tickets for next year and demand $ 16
a piece back from the University. Another alternative, one which I will most likely pursue, will be to scalp my tickets to any one of
the fools that is willing to pay a lot of hard
earned cash to see a bunch of guys "getting
their brains bashed in."
Boycott athletics. Don't sit by idly while
the University provides everything the football team asks for when they can't even meet
the basic needs of the students.
Call or write your student senators, or
even Max himself. You have the power to
make a difference. It is our University.

Attention section editors....
Dean and Dave want at least an hour of
sleep and a shower. Don't wait until the
last minute to start writing your section.
gOD's disciples
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Editorial
Trustees irresponsible
During the four years University President Max Lennon
has been at the University, he has endlessly described the
University as being on the "cutting edge" of education and
progress.
One of the key groups of Lennon's "cutting edge"
movement is the University's Board of Trustees. And of
those on this elite board, two members have dirtied the
image of University by being associated with fraud: Board
Chairman Louis P. Batson, Jr. and member Buck Mickel.
In July 1988, Buck Mickel was named in a Greenville
federal court ruling in which Greenville-based U. S.
Shelter was ordered to pay $6.1 million in damages and
attorney fees (The (Greenville) News, 7/1/88).
U. S. Shelter, founded in 1972 by Mickel and a former
stock broker, was accused of being "a part of a single,
limited scheme to defraud" a group of investors, according
to the judge in the case. One of the violations Mickel was
personally accused of was "the fraudulent sale of securities
by a person in control of a company that knew that
fraudulent statements had been made," according to The
(Greenville) News story.
Before Lennon, the Board and Clemson University can
be on the "cutting edge" of improving education, research
and the "quality of life" for South Carolina, the University' s
leadership needs to be on the "cutting edge" of improving
its quality of leadership.
In other words, the University should carefully scrutinize
those who are in its top leadership positions. But since it
seems the University is unwilling or incapable of doing
this, it is up to the South Carolina General Assembly t6'
hold Universtiy leaders accountable for their actions that
are not in line with Clemson's so-called "Tradition and
Vision."
The General Assembly must make Board members be
responsible for their actions just as the Board makes its
subjects responsible—even if this means abolishing the
concept of lifetime members of the Board so that they
must seek re-election.
To do otherwise would be a sin of omission on the part
of the General Assembly—a sin that would in effect
officially endorse the questionable affiliations with those
such as Batson and Mickel.
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Don't just whine, suggest some options
I'm tired of hearing lame
problems and that Student
Government should do something
about it. Everyone focuses on the
problems, but no one suggests any
real solutions. I propose some
solutions to six of the problems
that everyone on campus
complains about.
Problem:
The academic
learning center, or the "Danny
Ford Lurnin Center."
Solution: Move the academic
learning center to the site of the
proposed new housing on
Perimeter Road and build the new
housing on the site of the learning
center.
Reasons why: It is dumb to
build housing that has as many
places for would-be attackers to
hide in as the proposed housing
contains. Move it on campus
where at least it can be monitored.
Further, it is hard for me as a nonathlete to see the justification of
building a complex for use by the
athletic department.
What about those students who
put in numerous hours into an
extracurricular activity which isn't
considered athletic, such as The
Tiger? According to an athletic
department spokesperson Joe
White, these particular students
certainly put in valuable time into
their activities, but we aren't
"going out every day gettin' our
heads banged in." Hey Joe, you
got any idea what time I am typing
in this column? We put in the
hours and don't get half the benefits
anyone else on campus gets.
Also,
athletes
have
transportation provided for them
in the form of big shuttle bus.
There is no assurance that
transportation will be provided for

DEAN
LOLLIS

managing
editor

8

residents of the new "Out back'
housing. Sounds like adeal to me!
Problem:
Lack
of
representation on policy making
committees
Solution: Publicize dates and
times of these committee meetings
and quit having them behind
student's backs.
Reasons why: Students can not
take part or attempt to take part in
a meeting they have no knowledge
of.
Problem: Lack of parking
Solution(s): Do not allow
freshman to have cars. Abolish 30
minute zones and replace parking
meters in these spaces. Build a
parking garage.
Reasons why: Freshman should
be forced to take part in the college
cultural experience without a way
to escape and go home to mom.
Meters would provide a source of
income and a person who wants to
feed the meter all day should be
allowed to park in the space.
Parking garages, as well as meters,
are very effective at our neighbor
to the east, the University of South
Carolina.
Problem: Lack of quality
student housing at an affordable
price.
Solution: Issue some bonds and
build some housing.
Give
residents a complimentary can of
Raid and a flashlight in their goody
boxes at the beginning of the year.
Reasons why:
Rooms in
Johnstone aren't worth $600.
Homeless people live in some

better places than Johnstone.
Thornhill Village isn't worth
what's charged for it either. Raid
is cheap and no one else is doing
anything about those large animals
crawling out of the walls in
Johnstone. As for a flashlight, it
gets dark when the power goes
out.
Problem: Ed Bell postponed
the run-off election
Solution: Student Senate should
reconsider and remove him from
office again.
Reasons why: Ed Bell broke a
rule and assumed some power that
is not his to use. It doesn't matter
that he consulted with Kirk Brague
and Troy LeForge, all they could
have done was load the gun. Ed
aimed the gun and pulled the
trigger. Anyone who doesn't like
the results of an election this year
can protest and have the election
redone. Ed knew he needed to get
his board approved by senate and
he admits that he did not make an
effort to do it.
Problem: Bonnie Stevens of
Student Development says the new
alcohol policy can't be changed
until next December.
Solution: There is no solution,
Student Development has
obviously produced a perfect
social policy.
Reasons why: Stevens has
confidence in her party manager
system. Party managers, who are
paid only four bucks an hour, will
make an honest effort to insure
that a bunch of obnoxius drunks
will follow student development' s
rules. She is so confident in fact
that she has dismissed a Student
Senate resolution to ban the party
manager system before she even
read the reasons why.
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Question:
If there is one
second left on
the clock and
you are Cliff
Ellis, what
would you do?
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I'd pull Elden (Campbell)
back with everyone else
on the other half of the
court and go to man on
man. As soon as the ball
is thrown everyone
converges to the ball.
Brad Means

I'd wait for the receiver to
get the ball and have
(Sean) Tyson wait for him
to come down with the
ball and then have Tyson
slap at the ball and eat up
time.
Mark Manville

Have (Sean)Tyson tackle Intercept the inbounds
the guy with the ball, so pass!
he has to shoot the
AmyLouthan
winning foul shots in
pain.
Jeff Leonard

Womb 'most dangerous place in America' for humans

by Jim Gundlach

In the words of Joseph Scheidler in USA
Today, "In the United States it is statistically
confirmed that the most dangerous place for
anyone to be, with regard to the preservation
of one's life, is in the mother's womb."
Abortion, the killing of a unborn child in the
warmth and "security" of its mother's womb,
is the number one killer in the United States
(cardio-vascular diseases are second). Almost
one of every three babies conceived in our
nation is killed by abortion. Some cities have
even more abortions than births (e.g., Atlanta,
Charlotte, and Columbia). In 1990, one and a
half million helpless babies will die needless
deaths even while men and women beg for
children to adopt. It is unbelievably sad.
Abortion can also be dangerous to the
mother. She faces the risk of both immediate
and long-term complications from the
procedure. Immediate complications include
hemorrhaging, laceration of the cervix,
perforation of the uterus, infection, hepatitis
from blood transfusions, etc. Long-term
complications from abortion may plague the
woman the rest of her life. Thirty to forty
percent who have an abortion will not be able
to carry a subsequent baby full term. Ten to
twenty percent of women who abort their first
baby remain permanently childless (infertile).
Induced abortion has also caused a sharp
increase in premature births and their
unfortunate aftermaths. Finally, in addition to
the medical complications, many, if not most,
women experience psychological problems,
some traumatic: guilt, anguish, depression,
suicidal impulses, haunting flashbacks of the
abortion experience, lowered self-esteem,
child abuse of existing children, recurring
dreams of the child they'll never know, etc.
Obviously, abortions are not as quick and
easy as women are being told.
Nevertheless, mothers continue to kill their
babies. Why? To begin to answer that question,

commentary
ask any abortionist, ask any Planned
Parenthood official why they never tell women
there is a heartbeat and why they would never
dare to let the mother listen. Also, ask them
why, when the woman invariably asks, "Is it
a baby?" they reply, "No, it is a product of
conception (or blob of tissue)." Abortion is
sold to women as a safe, simple, and legal
procedure that takes care of "the problem."
They are not told the truth their conscience
haunts them with: they are carrying a living,
human baby, and will in minutes kill it. The
cure is to bring them face to face with what
abortion really means—a dead child. This
could be accomplished by simply requiring
them to view the abortion prior to their own.
Its hand to argue "a woman's right to choice"
in the presence of a dead baby. It is impossible
to call an abortion victim "a blob of tissue"
when viewing the twisted arms and legs of an
aborted child.
The women also must be educated to the
scientific fact that human life begins at
conception. In 1981, the U.S. Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee held hearings on the issue of
when life begins. The final Senate report
concluded with these words, "Physicians,
biologists, and other scientists agree that
conception marks the beginning of the life of
a human being—a being that is alive and is a
member of the human species. There is
overwhelming agreement on this point in
countless medical, biological, and scientific
writings." From the time of conception until
the death of the old man or woman, nothing
new will be added. All this complete, living,
independent human person needs is time to
develop and mature—if we will but grant it.
Many women would not take the lives of their
unborn babies if they knew the facts of prenatal
development: by 5-9 days sex can already be

determined; by the time they had aborted
them, their unborn children had heartbeats
(21 days after conception) and detectable
brain waves (40 days); etc. Even Planned
Parenthood, the leading provider of abortions
in America, prior to assuming a pro-abortion
stance, stated that human life begins at
conception. In the early 1960's, their literature
warned women about the complications of
abortion and explicitly stated that abortion
"kills the life of a baby." Why did they alter
their view? It was certainly not because of
subsequent scientific evidence which only
supports the fact of life beginning at
conception. No, the biological facts had not
changed, but society had.
To be sure, the Supreme Court itself in its
January 22,1973, decision (Roe v. Wade) on
abortion ignored the scientific evidence that
life begins at conception and focused instead
on sociological issues. The ruling legalized
abortion in all 50 states for the full nine
months of pregnancy for social and economic
reasons. In essence, the decision said that
before you are bom, you are not human and
are not a person protected by the Constitution.
The key premises of Roe v. Wade, however,
are outdated. The present Supreme Justice,
Sandra Day O'Conner warns, " The Roe
framework...is clearly on a collision course
with itself...it has no justification in law or
logic."
Until the longed-for day that the Supreme
Court would either reverse its decision or a
Human Life Constitutional Amendment
would be written, unborn babies remain
defenseless. With no rights and no voice to
speak for themselves, their lives continue to
be taken from them, despite the "self-evident
truth," quoting from our Declaration of
Independence, "that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their creator with
certain inalienable rights, that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Do we intend to remove the word "inalienable"

from the Declaration and add the words
"provided, however, that the life, liberty and
pursuit of happiness rights of another weaker
person (the unborn) do not interfere with the
lifestyle or convenience of the one holding
power over them (the mother)"? It would
almost seem so, with 97 percent of all abortions
occurring simply for convenience (i.e., for
birth control) and with 75 percent of those
having abortions being unmarried.
Abortion has become the "mopping up
operation" from a breakdown in moral values
in America. We worship convenience and
refuse to be accountable for our actions. We
virtuously trumpet "every child a wanted
child" but conveniently never finish the
sentence "and if not wanted, then kill." When
our irresponsible sexual activity yields its
natural and probable result, we place our
convenience, our self-interest, our career, our
social standing ahead of the life of another,
innocent person. We are blind to the truth that,
in the words of Ronald Reagan, "We cannot
diminish the value of one category of human
life the unborn—without diminishing the value
of all human life . .. there is no cause more
important."
In conclusion, it's time to accept what is
biologically inescapable that human life begins
at conception. It's time to realize that it is
morally wrong to take innocent human life
under any circumstances—despite its legality.
We must come to see that our liberty ends
where we affect the life of another. It's time to
oppose abortion by every legal means available
while simultaneously reaching out
compassionately with life-giving alternatives
to women in crisis pregnancies. Our greatest
compassion, however, must go out for the
unborn, who suffers the ultimate loss in
abortion. We cannot—we must not—be silent
until they are as safe as the bom. It's up to us
to return the womb to what God intended it to
be, the safest place of all—and not "the most
dangerous place in America."

Graduation rates of athletes can be increased by improving grades
While I may not be a student of
Clemson, I do have some feelings
linked with the University and its
activities.
This past Friday, my husband (a
Clemson University graduate
assistant), brought home The Tiger,
as usual.
My habit in any newspaper is to
flip through to pages to get a feel of
the edition and then to read certain
articles that interest me. However,
on March 2,1 could not go beyond
page one.
Appalled, curious and angry
would be good description of how I
felt when I saw the highlighted box
"Average GPR of Clemson Athletic
teams." How, I wondered, are some
of these possible?! So I decided to
make a few phone calls.
From the football office I
discovered "there are, roughly, 135140 student players on the varsity
team." My anger was turning into
disbelief.
I
cannot
accept
that
approximately 70 players scored
below a 1.90 for a semester GPA.
These are the students IPTAY and

letters

one semester and say these are the
student athletes' grades, for aren't
they just that?
Sally Kopf

alumni invest countless sums of
money in training and promoting.
While eight teams' GPRs did
increase, should the school be
satisfied?
A study hall five nights a week is
not enough and a learning center
sounds like another excuse for a
poorly-designed building. Are these
men on either academic or athletic
probation?
How many of the players that
scored below 2.00 for fall '89 did
just as badly during the spring
semester? Are scholarships
revoked? Do they miss games? Or
are they quietly told to 1 just try a bit
harder while IPTAY pays for
tutoring?
Dr. Skelton wants to improve
graduation rates of Clemson
University athletes. Isn't the first
step towards that, Doctor , to
improve grades?
I think it is quite fair to isolate

Tiger bribery
article incorrect
This firm represents Thrift
Brothers, Inc. of Seneca, South
Carolina. Recently, your newspaper
ran a headline and an article
concerning Thrift Brothers, Inc., a
copy of which I have enclosed for
your reference. We take the
following exceptions to the headline
and the article:
Your headline states as a fact that
highway department officials were
bribed. Neither the Thrift Brothers,
nor the highway department officials
involved have been accused of, or
admitted, any bribes. Both sides have
consistently maintained the money
was offered as a gift, nothing more.
The statement in your article,
which I quote, "Thrift Brothers

offered gifts of $2,000 to two S. C.
Highway Department officials to
help the company get contracts with
the highway department," is
absolutely untrue. Had you bothered
to check out the facts, you would, or
should have known, that the two
highway department officials to
whom you refer have absolutely no
say-so in the letting of highway
department contracts. For your
information, highway contracts are
let by sealed bids. The lowest bidder
gets the contract. The bids are made
public after they are opened.
I hope you will retract your
headline and your statement about
which we complain. To do otherwise
would be irresponsible journalism.
0. W. Bannister,
Hill, Wyatt & Bannister

Concert
committee
needs money
It has been a great year for the
Central Dance and Concert

Committee. Last semester we
brought the Beach Boys, Chicago,
the B-52's and the Rolling Stones
to campus, along with several
smaller groups. However, at the
beginning of last semester we
thought the rug had been pulled out
from under us when Littlejohn
Coliseum was closed due to
structural damage. Littlejohn
Coliseum is the only facility on
campus that can support the massive
stage and light systems of most major
acts. The coliseum was repaired,
but not so lights or sound could be
hung from the ceiling, thereby
eliminating major concerts.
There is a way that concerts can
be held in Littlejohn Coliseum again,
and involves what is known as a
grid. This grid is ground based, but
can support enough equipment
weight for most of the acts on tour.
By purchasing this grid, the
university would be ready for many
major shows and many moneymaking opportunities. The problem
is that the grid is expensive, costing

see Letters, page six
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Letters
from page 5
around $200,000. The concert
committee does not have this much
money in its budget.
We are therefore asking for
student support in obtaining this
money from other sources within
the university.
The administration must know
that this is important to all students,
not just the few of us on CDCC.
We have already had to turn down
such acts as Bon Jovi, Billy Joel,
Janet Jackson, Motley Crue and
Randy Travis because we had no
place to put them.
Please show your support so we
won't have to turn down anymore.
Send your views, comments or
questions to the following address
and we will pass them along to the
administration.
Robyn Gambrell
Program Office
University Union

There are
several
assistant
positions
open at
The Tiger.

Call
656-2150
for more
information

Letters Policy
Please send letters and commentaries to
the attention of the editorial editor, The Tiger,
Box 2097, Clemson, SC, 29632-2097, or bring
them by the offices at suite 906 of the
University Union.
Letters should be received no later than 1
p.m. Wednesday prior to publication.
The Tiger reserves the right to edit letters
and commentaries for length and clarity.
The editor in chief reserves the right to
determine which letters and commentaries
will be published.
All letters must be signed.

SUMMER CLASSES
IN
GREENVILLE
Clemson University will offer the following undergraduate evening
classes at Greenville Technical College this Summer:

EM 201
EM 202
ENGL 304
ENGR 180
ENGR 180
ENGRL180
MGT 301
MKT301
MTHSC 301

Statistics
Dynamics
Business Writing
Technical Writing
Engineering Computing
Engineering Computing Lab
Principals of Management
Principals of Marketing
Statistical Methods I

6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30
6-8:30

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

T,TH
T.TH
M,W
M, W
T,TH
TBA
T,TH
T.TH
M, W

In each case the section number is 151. These classes are listed
correctly in the on-line preregistration system. This special nineweeksummersession begins June 4 and ends on August 7. Please
call the Greenville Higher Education Center at 656-2025 for
preregistration information.

The Clemson Student Phonathon is closing in on its goal of half a million
dollars for the 1990 LOYALTY FUND, our annual academic support program.
This excellent progress is due in large part to the generous sponsorship of
these businesses.
Bash Riprock's
Columbo's Pizza
Domino's Pizza
Dr. C's Ice Cream
Golden Corral Family Steak House
Granny Zuercher's Bakery
Just Barbeque
Los Hermanos
nick's
Po Folk's
Substation II
Subway
TCBY Yogurt
TD's
Whirl's

%CLEMSON

LOYALTY FUND

For further information, call the Clemson Loyalty Fund Office at
(803) 656-5896
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Biden sees changes in
American foreign policy

Senate de-recognizes club football

by Bill Swain
news editor

by Bill Swain
news editor

"Anything I say, that could be
remotely attributed to anyone else,
please assume I meant to attribute it
to them," opened Senator Joseph
Biden of Delaware at his Mar. 15
lecture on "New Directions on
Foreign Policy."
"The Iron Curtain is no w a rusted
memory."
Said to be one of "the new generation of leaders in the U.S. Senate," Biden sees the unification of
Germany as an inevitability but, in
order to meet the expectations of
public opinion, world-wide cooperation will be needed.
Biden said the pacifistic, "velvet
revolution" approach the people of
Czechoslovakia took to initiate their
revolution and appoint their new
president should be the model for
the rest of Europe. "The velvet
touch will lead Czechoslovakia and
other European nations into a world
of freedom."
Biden stated the fact that there is
not, and never has been, an agreement consummating the end of
World War II on the final order of
Germany.
In his opinion, the U.S. must
reconsider its military strategy in
Europe, including dramatic troop
reductions in Germany. Currently
there are approximately 310,000
troops spending $ 160 billion a year
in Germany.
Biden sees this number to be
reduced to 50,000-100,000 spending $60 billion by the end of this
decade. He stated the initial purpose of the large number of troops
stationed in Germany was to prevent a surprise attack from another
European nation.
Today, he believes, this is not
possible because of the changes
made in military strategy and a
smaller number of troops is needed
only to provide "logistical arrangements if we ever need to return."
"We should remain," he added.
"The U.S. must continue to be a
player in Europe for our own
saftey's sake."
He said the only topic agreeable
by all of the left and the right political organizations of Europe is a fear
of Germany. "A unified Germany
must never be in a position to
threaten the rest of Europe," he said.
Biden also believes the Soviet
Union will continue to withdrawal
troops from eastern Europe. "I
predict to you, that in the next 18
months to two years, there will be

Student Senate officially derecognized club football as a Senate
funded organization at the March
12 meeting.
This resolution came about after
recommendations by the Director
of Intramurals, Director of Redfern, Head Trainer of University
Athletics, University legal counsel, and the Associate Vice President of Student Affairs.
Catastrophic insurance costs
were stated as the primary reason
for the derecognition. The continuation of club football would
more than double the University's
club insurance expense. The new
insurance required would cost
$22,500 with club football and
only $9,300 without.
Debate on the senate floor was
raised by the addition of new requirements for the football club to
apply forre-recognition. The resolution states "... in order for this
club to repetition for recognition,
their Student Development form
must be approved by Fike Recreation, Student Development, and
the Organizations and Affairs
Committee."

M

Joseph Biden
no stationed Soviet troops in any
east European country," he said.
Biden's opinion of an all Europe agreement has been supported
by the framework already engaged
by the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in
a plan called the Helsinki Process.
This would create confidence
building measures to allow the European nations to spot check each
other on matters such as troop
movement and development.
He said this would begin "to
build some kind of relationship as
the old relationship of antagonism,
of direct confrontation is diminished if not eliminated," he said.
As for the United States military
sphere, Biden stated four objectives.
1) To pursue a "deeper reduction in conventional and nuclear
forces in Europe."
2) To promote "withdrawal of
Soviet troops from all of Europe."
He proposes a treaty to allow foreign troops to be stationed in a
nation at the invitation of the host
nation. Biden said this would give
President Gorbachev a way to pull
his troops back to help aid the depressed economic situation in the
Soviet Union and be a compromise
with Soviet military leaders for what
they are giving up.
3) There must be a clear goal to
reduce not only U.S. and Soviet
forces, but to insure a reduction in
the East and West German forces.
4) An orderly process of German Unification must be created.
He believes that all 35 NATO nations need to participate in the final
unification process.
"I do not fear a unified Germany," Biden said.
Biden, a graduate of the University of Delaware and the Syracuse
University College of Law, has
been a member of the U.S. Senate
for 16 years. He is also the second
most senior Democrat on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTMENTS
new in 1989
•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished and unfurnished
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
2 full baths
Washers and dryers in all units
1 mile to campus
Lots of storage space
LEASING NOW FOR FALL

SEMESTER OR SUMMER SUBLETS

Call now

646-9990

or 654-3100

student senate
Several senators stated that this
added complexity is not required
by other University organizations
in order to be recognized by Student Government.
Debby Connelly, chairperson of
the Organizations and Affairs
Committee, said that the additions
to the application process were
necessary "in order to take some of
the heat off Senate, I thought that
Fike should be the one to say no."
Other universities that continue
to operate club football teams require players to sign $25,000 waivers in order to keep insurance costs
lower. Connelly said she was advised by the University that
"$25,000 waivers, signed by a
bunch of 19, 20, 21 year olds, are
not going to stand up in court."
The Clemson club football team
has not been playing this past season but, according to Connelly,
there was a student injured two
years ago that did sue the University and later settled.
"This [senate resolution] pretty
much assures that they [club football] won't be recognized," said
Connelly.

Other senate business included
the introduction of two bills to
require the chairperson of the
minority council to be a member
of the president's council. The
purpose of this being to "improve
the communication between the
Student Body President and the
Minority Council," read Bill #15,
entitled "Minority Council on the
Executive Branch."
The bills were sent to the judiciary committee for further review.
The 1990-1991 Budget Appropriations Bill was also approved
allocating a total of $171,217 to
University clubs and organizations.
Other resolutions passed by the
Student Senate were—
- "Stop that Jaywalking" — a
resolution to add a crosswalk at
the intersection of South Palmetto
Boulevard and Fernow Street between Lowry and Freeman Halls.
- "Save the Joggers"—created
to ask the University to build a
paved jogging trail beside Perimeter Road between Cherry Road
and Williamson Road.
- "Help Seniors Graduate" —
passed to include important dates
in the fall tuition bills mailed over
the summer regarding graduation.

Comparison of bookstore prices
Textbook
Mthsc 101
"statistics"

Psych 201
"Psychology,
an introduction"

Hist 172/173
"History
of Civilization"

University
Bookstore

Student offcampus
bookstore

Student book
store/supply
center

$46.90

$46.90

$44.70

$41.60

$39.95

$41.60

$29.65

$29.65

$26.95

In the last issue of The Tiger, some of the prices were stated incorrectly. These
are the correct figues. The Tiger regrets its mistake.

Looking for a "Health"y Elective?
Fall 1990
Consider one (or more) of the Health courses being offered next semester.
HLTH 298
3Cr.
HEALTH MAINTENANCE
Sec 1
9:30-10:45 T/TH
Sec. 2
1 1:30-12:1 5 T/TH
Sec. 3
12:30-1:45 T/TH
Sec. 4
9:30-10:45 T/TH
Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measures of health.
HLTH 320
HEALTH MAINTENANCE OF MEN
3 Cr.
Sec. 1
9:30-10:45 T/TH
Exploration of the specific health maintenance needs of men, with emphasis
on undestanding and prevention of problems of men's health.
HLTH 41 0/61 0
CONCEPTS OF HEALTH FOR CHILDREN
3 Cr.
Sec. 1
12:30-1:45 T/TH
Focus on the analysis and evaluation of health problems commonly occuring in
Children. Emphasis will be on concepts of positive health behavior.

Looking for a "Health"y Elective
in Summer School?
HLTH 298
Sec. 1

HEALTH MAINTENANCE
3 Cr.
9:45-1 1:15 M/17W/TH/F
(times offered both session of summer school)
Study of good health practices. Emphasis on lifestyles and measures
of good health.

Sign up for these courses now at preregistration,
April 3-12, 1990.
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Tiger elects new staff
Providing the revenue to operate
The Tiger, Leslie Bazen will take
over as ad manager. A junior transThe Tiger recently elected a fer student from Francis Marion
new senior staff. The officers begin College, Bazen has held the office
immediately as the new term is of assistant ad manager for the past
kicked off with this issue.
year.
Kevin Taylor has been elected
David Chamberlain has been
elected to the office of editor-in- head photographer for his second
chief. In his third year on the staff, year. Taylor previosuly occupied
David has previous Tiger experi- the positions of senior and junior
ence as a junior staff photographer staff photographer. He is majoring
and as the senior staff photogra- in physics.
The new senior staff photographer. He is a junior majoring in
pher is Chip East. A freshman, he
financial management.
Formerly the news editor, Dean has served as a junior staff photogLollis, fills the position of manag- rapher for one year.
Maintaining the office computing editor. An economics major,
Lollis' previous experience in- ers will be Adison Laurent as the
cludes staff writer, assistant news new computer manager. The foreditor for one semester, and news mer assistant managing editor is a
editor for one semester. "It's time freshman majoring in textile chemfor some changes to be made and I istry.
Beth Arthurs has been elected
plan to update The Tiger style and
the new copy editor. The sopholayout," he said.
Controlling The Tiger finances more English major was an assiswill be Andy Marino. Marino re- tant copy editor last semester.
Several interim positions have
places Angie Coffman as the busibeen granted until proper appointness manager.
Bill Swain replaces Lollis as ments are made.
Interim positions are being filled
news editor. Swain has previously
served as a staff writer for one by Andrew Cauthen as editorial
semester and assistant new editor editor, Doug Stanton as office
for another. He is a sophomore ma- manager, and Eric Freshwater as
circulation manager.
joring in economics.
Andrew has served as copy ediThe sports section will be edited
by sophomore David Thomas. tor, assistant news editor, news
Majoring in industrial engineering, editor, and most recently as editorThomas has maintained a 3.8 grade in-chief.
Mr. Stanton has served on The
point ratio. He has served as a sports
staff writer for the past two years. Tiger staff for three and a half years
Terry Manning will continue to serving as a staff writer, circulation
hold the position of entertainment manager, assistant managing edieditor. A four year veteran Tiger tor, and managing editor.
Eric will continue to deliver The
staffer, Manning has held the positions of art director and entertain- Tiger. He has filled the positions of
ment editor. Manning hopes to junior staff photographer, head phopursue a career in education upon tographer, computer manger, and
circulation manager.
graduation.
by Bill Swain
news editor

Agricultural experiment station director named
from news reports
Clemson University has
named Jack W. Davis director of
agriculture support for the S.C.
Agricultural Experiment StationIn this position he is responsible for farm management and
supervising 15 people in a laboratory and department of the station, according to Jim Fischer,
director of the S.C. Agricultural
Experiment Station.
"Jack brings to this position a
cadre of academic and professional experience," Fischer said.
He has the abilities, enthusiasm,
and insight to not only improve
the efficiency and effectiveness
of the Experiment Station's infrastructure, but to also provide
the support our research programs

Jack W. Davis
need. "
Davis will supervise facilities,
maintenance and equipment at five
Clemson University research and
education centers around the state,
Fischer said.
The Experiment Station, the
agricultural research arm of

Clemson University, conducts research on all major crops and livestock produced in South Carolina
at centers in Blackville, Charleston, Florence, Pendleton and
Pontiac.
A native of Orangeburg
County, Davis earned three
degrees from Clemson. He has
worked with the University since
1977 as an instructor in the agricultural engineering department,
as Clemson Extension Station specialist, and as acting head of the
Experiment Station agricultural
support unit.
He is a member of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, the National Institute for
Farm Safety and the Research
Center Administration Society.

ARA contract expires, Marriot bidding
by Jessica N. Hall
staff writer
This is the final year for the fiveyear contract between ARA Food
Services and Clemson University.
Every year the contract is reviewed to determine how the
company is serving the University

in terms of Food Service. This year
is different because ARA's contract is expiring and a special group
of Clemson University students and
faculty will decide if ARA Services will have the contract for
another five years.
The Marriott hotel/catering
chain has entered a bid for the

contract as well. The bid process
consists of a thick handbook that
the state provides to give a detailed
listing of how the bids should be
formatted.
These bids will "be reviewed by
three groups who will decide which
company will win the five-year
contract.

Run-off elections for student body President and VicePresident will be Tuesday, April 3. Polls open at 9 a.m. and
close at 5 p.m.
All students must have their activities card and picture ID in
order to vote.
Poll locations include: Harcombe, Loggia, Library, Bryan
Mall, Clemson House, and the amphitheater.

THE CLEMSON STUDENT

Great Escape...
ffiBMMgffQ
STUDENT CONDOMINIUMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 and 2 Bedrooms
Fully Furnished
Central Air
Pool and Clubhouse
On-Site Manager
Planned Socials
Much More

SEE YOU IN SUMMER SCHOOL
AT RIVERBANKS COMMONS.
250 ELM STREET
SALES/RENTALS
If you need to brush up on a subject or two this summer or if
you just want to get ahead in your course work, reserve a
place at Riverbank Commons.
All of our condominiums are completely furnished so you can
move right in. Get all the creature comforts of home in one of
our 1- or 2-bedroom units. While they last.

After classes and study sessions, check out the pool. After all,
you can study only so many hours a day.
We're filling up fast
so call today for
more information.
654-2876. Ask about
fall reservations, too.
(fi6Mti|ffiQ
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USC student sues professor
special to The Tiger
by Lynn Gibson
Gamecock assistant news editor
A USC graduate student is seeking $500,000 in damages from the
university and a professor she
contends sexually harassed her in a
lawsuit filed in Richland County
Monday.
Media Arts graduate student
Camilla A. York filed the suit
against Franklin Ashley, a tenured
professor in the College of Applied
Professional Sciences.
The suit alleges that Ashley used
his position of authority over York
to try to secure sexual favors from
her and attempted to seduce her
while on a university-sponsored
field trip to Atlanta last fall.
York contends that during her
study and graduate assistantship this
school year, was subjected to
"sexually suggestive and derogatory comments and improper physical sexual contacts" by Ashley.
She also alleges that Ashley
ridiculed and harassed her when
she rejected his overtures.
According to the suit, USC is
named as a defendant because the
university knew about Ashley's
alleged "pattern of harassment" but
failed to investigate or correct
previous complaints against him.
The suit is asking for damages
based on York's alleged emotional
distress, physical injury and/or illness, and delay in her education. It
also asks that the court order USC
to take "appropriate disciplinary
action" against Ashley.
York claims she was forced to
withdraw from form Ashley's class
this semester.
Ashley said he was shocked by
the allegations.

"She didn't go through the normal channels, and people here are
very perplexed—he had no warning of this [the suit]," he said.
Senior Vice President for Personnel Jane Jameson acknowledged
that York talked to both her and the
Affirmative Action Officer, who
handles harassment complaints for
the university.
"I can confirm that York talked
to the proper university officials
about a month ago. She was seeking

"These are unfounded, unproven
allegations that have
no substance. We absolutely deny them.
There is no proof of
these allegations."
Herb Louthian
attorney for Franklin Ashley
information about filing a complaint, and she has elected not to
file an internal complaint prior to
filing a lawsuit," Jameson said.
York's attorney, J. Stephen
McCormack, confirmed that York
had not gone through USC channels first.
"I would like to point out there
is no requirement for doing so and
USC is a defendant in this suit
because of failure to act on previous complaints." he said.
He declined to comment on
whether the previous complaints
had been filed by York or others.
"By the code of ethics I am
governed by which is law in the

state of South Carolina, I am extremely limited to what I can comment on as the plantiff's attorney,"
he said.
Ashley's attorney, Herb
Louthian, was not available for
comment but told The State newspaper in an article that appeared
last Wednesday the allegations
were "irresponsibly made and done
to damage my client's reputation."
"These are unfounded, unproven
allegations that have no substance,"
he told The State. "We absolutely
deny them. There is no proof of
these allegations."
Paul Ward, general counsel for
USC, declined comment on the suit
Thursday, saying it was against the
university's policy to talk about
pending litigation.
USC's statement on policies and
procedures concerning sexual harassment, which is distributed
throughout the university and can
be found in Carolina Community,
states that penalties for sexual
harassment range from verbal
warnings to suspension or dismissal.
Under state law, the defendants
in a civil lawsuit have 30 days from
the date they have been served to
answer the suit or file a motion that
would delay the time required to
answer.
Ashley was served on Monday
and the university accepted service
last Tuesday.
After the defendants respond,
there is a discovery phase, which is
when both sides request information and evidence.
If suit isn't resolved during
discovery, it's put on the trial
docket. There must be at least a
120-day waiting period before the
trial can take place.
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Big bucks basketball
The thrill of winning NCAA tournament games hasn't changed
much over the last 10 years, but the payoff has. Most teams
don't get to keep all of the money because of conference revenue sharing. In the Big Ten, for instance, a team keeps 50
percent, and the other 50 is divided between the other nine
teams. In the ACC, a team keeps all of its first-round payoff,
and 70 percent of it thereafter. But a good NCAA run still provides a lucrative payoff. A look at how the payout has increased:
First
round
Second
round

V
I

Regionals
Regional
finals

A

Final
Four
1—Estimated
Source: NCAA

Keith Carter, Gannett News Service
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Enter the Air Force immediately after gradu^■^^
atic
ation — without waiting for
the results of your State Boards.
^ You can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected during
your senior year, you may qualify for a fivemonth internship at a major Air Force medical
facility. To apply, you'll need an everall 2.50 GPA.
Get a head start in the Air Force. Call
SSGT DAVE RAINES
803-772-1698
Station-To-Station Collect
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□39 weeks for $65.25
(Save $32.25)
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A SINGLE

□26 weeks for $43.50
(Save $21.50)
□13 weeks for $21.75
(Save $10.75)
Name_

(please print)

Address_

WITH
USATODAY!
Air fares to t

City/State/Zip_
Phonef

Keep informed about the changing world
around you in NEWS, see how to prepare for
your taxes in MONEY, keep on top of all the
action in SPORTS and get the latest trends in
film, fashion and fitness in LIFE.
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Charge my: OVISA QMC QAMEX
Credit Card #_
Exp. Date.
Signature (if paying by credit card)_

Sign up now by completing the coupon, or call
us toll-free at 1-800-USA-0001, and ask for
Operator 513.
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Payment method:
□Check Enclosed (payable to USA TODAY)

For faster service, call

1-800-USA-0001,
ask for Operator 513
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MAIL TO: USA TODAY,
Subscription Processing,
PO Box 7878,
Washington, DC 20044-7878
Same day mail and home delivery available in selected areas. Mail delivery available
throughout the USA. Savings based on newsstand rates. Renewals and extensions
must include payment. Offer expires Dec. 31,1990.
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Nation
CAROLINA
BOUNCES BACK:

COAST

The towns along the South
Carolina coast that were ravaged
six months ago by Hurricane Hugo
today are booming with reconstruction. Construction workers are
plentiful on the Isle of Palms, and
other coastal villages, as the area is
fighting back from the storm that
killed 29 people and did $5.9 billion in damage. Many predict it
will be another year before things
are back to normal.

UMPIRES END BOYCOTT FRIDAY:
The Major league baseball
umpires' union and league presidents agreed to resolve their differences via arbitration. The umpires
will end their boycott of spring
training Friday while their dispute
goes to binding arbitration.

Briefly in the news
SHUTTLE
LOADING:

BUGS DELAY

NASA managers postponed
Tuesday's scheduled loading of
the Hubble Space Telescope into
the shuttle Discovery because of
mosquito-like midges in the preparation room. Officials fear the tiny
bugs could contaminate the sensitive telescope. About 30 of the
insects have been trapped. Officials said Discovery's launch may
be moved up two days — to April
10.

ounces of gold by a Saudi syndicate.

FAA REVOKES LICENSES:
The FAA has revoked the pilot
licenses of the USAir captain whose
Boeing 737 skidded into the East
River at New York's LaGuardia
Airport on Sept. 20, 1989, the
agency said Tuesday. The FAA
accused Michael Martin of not
completing a pre-takeoff checklist
and other inattention to safety. Two
people died in the crash of Flight
5050.

REACTION TO LITHUANIA:

World

Soviet troops beat up and took
away 23 Lithuanian army deserters. Lithuania called the actions
"inexcusable aggression." Lithuanian authorities put up metal
barricades around the parliament
building as fears of Soviet troops
moving on the government seat
increased. The White House is not
criticizing Moscow fortaking tough
action.

TV MARTI EXPERIMENT CONTINUES:

AFRICAN LEADERS MEET
WITH BUSH:

TV Marti, the controversial U.S.funded TV broadcast, will continue
as planned in Havana, despite

President Bush met privately
with 31 African business leaders in
the African Development Bank.

GOLD MAKES COMEBACK:
Gold futures rose Tuesday after
Monday's huge drop. Comex spot
gold rose $2.90 to $368.70 an
ounce, after losing $23. lOan ounce
Monday. Traders sensed the market had gotten over the surprise
sale of an estimated 3 million

Cuba's jamming of all but a few
minutes of Tuesday's first broadcast, officials report. Cuba believes the broadcast is an invasion
of sovereignty and plans to continue jamming the signal. Cuba
may also jam Radio Marti, directed
at Cuba since 1985.

He encouraged their work by telling them "African entrepreneurs
represent the bright promise of
Africa's economic future." The
long-planned meeting was not included in B ush' s announced schedule.

AMNESTY FOR NAMIBIA:
President Sam Nujoma of Namibia announced a wide-ranging
amnesty forprisoners. Nujoma also
warned the tiny mixed-race Baster
tribe that secession is illegal.

SOVIETS CUT NUMBER OF
DIPLOMATS:
The Soviet Union has cut the
number of its diplomats in Beirut
and Lebanon. Diplomats say the
actions come after threats by a
Moslem group to attack countries
involved in the exodus of Soviet
Jews to Israel.
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network.

. W&e majoring
in a special subject.
Get ready to fly for only $118 roundtrip—twice. Choose from many ofthe
more than 180 Northwest Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States.

You're part of a special group
of people.
So we've created special
privileges with you in mind.

American JEkpresi
Student Airfare

Day or night,
we're here to answer
questions or
help you in an
emergency.

Exclusive discounts, articles, profiles
. American Express"1 Card CONNECTIONS is the
magazine designed especially for students.

Ifsomething you just bought is accidentally
damaged, lost or stolen—no problem. Just about
everything you buy with the Card is protected.

The tough assignments and long
nights of college will soon pay off.
In fact, they already have.
As a student with a bright
future, you're eligible for American
Express® Cardmembership now.
You see, we believe in your potential.
That's why we've made it easier
for you to qualify for the Card on
your own, even if you don't have a job.
And by becoming a Cardmember now, you can take advantage
of the exclusive Northwest student
travel privilege pictured here.
The fact is, we've added special
student benefits like these because
we're dedicated to serving our
Cardmembers.
So apply now. About six weeks
after the Card arrives, you'll receive
your Northwest travel certificates?*
Call today. We're looking forward to welcoming one of our most
important Cardmembers. You.
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1.800-446-5389
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Pro-choice group uses
graphic demonstrations
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
WASHINGTON — Borrowing
a tactic from their anti-abortion foes,
pro-choice witnesses at a Senate
hearing Tuesday used graphic detail to describe the horrors a ban on
legal abortions could cause.
Marilyn Mosley of Birmingham,
Ala., told the packed hearing room
of an abortion she performed on
herself in 1958 using knitting
needles.
"If Roe v. Wade is overturned,
abortions in the United States will
not stop," she said. "Women will
go back to aborting themselves.
They will go back to the back alleys."
Dr. Louis Gertsley of Wyncote,
Pa., offered photographs of the
ravaged bodies of young women
who died from botched abortion attempts in the years before the landmark 1973 Supreme Court decision that legalized abortion.
"One picture is of a uterus I had
to remove from a 22-year-old
woman under local anesthesia in a
vain try to save her life," he told the
Senate Labor and Human Resources
Committee. "The second photo is
of the kidneys of a woman who
died of toxic renal failure after a
Lysol douche abortion attempt."
Anti-abortion advocates have
been criticized for practices such as
showing photographs that purported to be fetal remains from an
abortion. While the sole anti-abortion witness at the hearing had a
video that included a sonogram of
an abortion, that portion of the tape
was not played.
Sharleen Richard of Union Lake,
Mich., who brought the 40-minute
tape, said there was not enough

time to show it because speakers
were limited to 5-minute presentations. Instead, she showed a
sonogram of a 6-week-old fetus
she said was "playing" in the womb.
The session was the first in a
series on the proposed Freedom of
Choice Act, introduced in the Senate
in November. The bill would guarantee a woman's right to terminate
a pregnancy until the point at which
the fetus can live outside the womb
— generally 24 weeks.
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio, who led the hearing and is a
co-author of the bill, praised the
pro-choice witnesses for offering
such personal accounts.
"It's as powerful testimony in
support of this legislation as any
I've ever heard," he said.
But a group of conservative
lawmakers protested that anti-abortion groups were not notified in
time to attend the hearing.
Metzenbaum said he proposed
the Freedom of Choice Act after
the Supreme Court ruling last summer allowing states to restrict access to abortions.
Several states are considering
abortion restrictions. Last week, the
Idaho Legislature passed legislation that contains the nation's severest restrictions on abortions.
"With this bill and these hearings, I hope we will send an
unmistakable message to the
women of this country," said Metzenbaum. "We are prepared to
establish your right to choose by
federal legislation, whether or not
the court reverses itself and overturns Roe v. Wade."
The Senate is not expected to act
on the bill until after the Supreme
Court rules on several abortion cases
this spring.

Cap, from page one
percentage being set by the assembly in another state," Larson said.
Sheheen said it is appropriate
for the legislature to put a cap on
tuition increases because universities can'tbe judged separately from
other parts of government.
Universities, however, are required to pay one third of a mandated state pay increase, said Larson. "If (the universities) were
another state agency that has no
fees to increase, they would receive all the funds for a pay increase," he said.
Sheheen said he thought tuition
had increased out of proportion to
other expenses in the past five years.
"I did not think it should keep
growing," he said.

Clemson.
Vote in the
upcoming
student
body
elections.

Spending the

Summer
in Greenville, SC?
Last year, over 600 students from nearly 85 institutions took classes through Greenville Tech's Summer
Transient Program. Why? Because it's a great way to
get ahead or make up a class. The cost is very reasonable and credits transfer back to the student's college
or university. To receive the Summer Transient
packet with complete information, call toll-free in
S.C. 1-800-922-1183.
GREENVILLE
COLLEGE

P
A#V

It's Date Rape
Its Wrong
It's a Crime
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Construction begins on Brackett renovations
by Susan Diggers
staff writer

1 "

The construction trailers located
by Brackett Hall are the first of
several steps as renovation of the
building begins.
The building was constructed
in two phases. The original section was built in 1951 and an annex
was added in 1965.
Brackett Hall represents a form
of thel950's modern movement
style of architecture.
Originally, Brackett Hall
housed the University's chemistry
department. When the needs of
the department were not being met
by Brackett, architects evaluated
whether renovating the building
was a feasible idea.
It was recommended that the
University build a new chemistry
building, Hunter Hall, and to renovate Brackett for general purpose
class rooms and office space.
The renovation project will also
consist of two phases. Renovation
of the 1951 building will begin this
summer as phase one and will last
for about a year.
The annex will house Geology
and Psychology departmental offices during the first phase.
Renovation of the annex, phase
two, is planned to immediately
follow the first phase.
After the renovation is completed, a more defined front en-

M||&^ 'k;«f 4
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Tony Counts/staff photographer

The initial phase of the Brackett Hall renovations have
already begun.
trance to the building will exist.
The "real pizzazz" of renovation
will occur inside the building,
O'Kelley, said.
Renovations will give the it "a
fresh look compatible with surrounding buildings," said project
manager Randy O'Kelley.
A new atrium will provide an
abundance of natural light eliminating the long dark hallways now
characteristic of Brackett.
Interior renovations are directed
at redesigning the circulation in
order to improve the building's
efficiency.
The project will also allow for
the removal of asbestos as part of

the University's campus wide
commitment.
Current plans indicate that after
the completion of both phases,
Brackett Hall will house psychology, political science, sociology,
and geology departmental offices
along with undergraduate studies
and University Research offices.
General purpose class rooms will
also be located in Brackett.
Overall, this project, funded by
the state, is an effort to improve the
current underutilization of the
building and to insure the removal
of asbestos, according to O'Kelley.
Bids wil be accepted this summer
for the project.

Like to see your name in print? Write for The Tiger.

GET SMART
In vest in your future...
put your student's rent into a condo you own.

REALTY WORLD,

Carolina
Real Estate
392 College Avenue
Clemson, SC 29631

CALL
654-6202
Monica Zielinski, Broker-ln-Charge
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Firm promotes refrigerant recycling
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
WASHINGTON — One of the
nation's largest sellers of ozonedepleting chemicals wants its customers to clean up their act.
IG-LO Inc., which sells the
chlorofluorocarbon cal led CFC-12
for automobile air conditioners,
announced plans Monday to spend
more than $1 million to promote
recycling of the chemicals.
The program is aimed mainly at
auto repair shops where chlorofluorocarbons routinely are released and rise into the stratosphere.
There, solar radiation breaks them
down and releases chlorine that
attacks the ozone shielding the Earth
from the sun's harmful rays.
"Surveys show that many professional service technicians are not
aware that venting refrigerant from
an automotive air conditioning
system can damage the ozone
layer," said Hoyt B. Wilder, president of the Lexington, Ky.-based
firm.
Improper venting releases more

than 2 pounds of CFCs from the
average car.
The company' s campaign aligns
it with a growing number of
industries hastening to end their
reliance on CFCs. In part, they are
acting because the Environmental
Protection Agency plans to require
CFC recycling, and a new federal
tax this year at least doubles the
cost of the chemicals.
An EPA spokesman said Monday that mandatory recycling is
almost assured.
"Until safe substitutes can be
developed, recycling is the most
important step we can take now,"
said Stephen Andersen, EPA's chief
of technology and economics.
Most of the world's industrial
nations agreed to cap CFC use and
cut it in half by 1998. The agreement is likely to be strengthened to
require a phaseout of CFCs by 2000,
a goal several CFC producers have
adopted.
About 2 billion tons of CFCs are
used worldwide every year, about a
third of that in the United States.
Manufacturers use CFCs primarily as a coolant, but the chemical

compounds also help make plastic
foam for cups and containers as
well as solvents.
There are more than 90 million
vehicles with air-conditioning in
the United States and more than 40
percent of U.S. CFC production is
used in auto air conditioners, according to the EPA. It escapes when
air conditioning systems are improperly drained. Recycling CFCs
requires special machines — that
cost $2,000 to $6,000 — to draw
the gases from air conditioners and
process them for reuse.
While controlling CFCs would
initially create greater expenses for
industry, many of the nation's larger
companies are endorsing the move.
General Motors Corp. said it
will equip all its dealers with the
new machines.
"The destruction of the ozone is
the most important issue we all
face," said actor Dennis Weaver,
who will serve as a spokesman for
IG-LO's public education campaign. "If Earth becomes uninhabitable, other problems like starvation and homelessness won't make
any difference. It'll all be over."

The Tiger is now accepting
applications for the following
positions:
features editor, editorial editor, office manager,
circulation manager, cartoonists, and several assistant
staff positions.

NCAA, from page one
Of these four, the most severe
is the allegation is that, on at least
two occasions, during the fall of
1985, a student athlete received
and distributed cash payments,
which ranged between $50 and
$150, to selected members of the
University's intercollegiate football team.
The withdrawn allegation was
the supposed payment of $20
cash to a student-athlete in addition to the permissible entertainment expense money to serve as a
student host for prospective student athlete.

Bell, from page one
"We operated based on the information that Ed had that he had
the authority to postpone elections.
With that information, there isn't a
question of whether it should go to
the Supreme Court or Student Senate," LeForge said.
According to the student handbook, however, "Elections for these
offices will be held the first Tuesday of March with run-offs to be
held the following Tuesday."
According to the student handbook, " A seven member board
selected by the chairperson and student body vice president (each with
an equal vote), by means of interviews, upon approval of the Student Senate, to assist the chairperson with elections."
"I was approved by the Student
Senate for 1988-89," Bell said.
"After I received my appointment,
I did not have enough people to
constitute an elections board to take
it before student senate for the 198 889 senate to (approve them)," Bell
said.
"I see no way for the 1989-90
Student Senate ratify an elections
board that put them in office," said

The Clemson Alumni Association
and ARA Services
cordially invite you to attend
a Commencement Luncheon
hosted by
President and Mrs. Max Lennon
hororing the
May 1990 Graduates
immediately following the graduation ceremony
Friday, May 11,1990
Buffet on the grounds
President's House
Clemson University
Reply by April 20,1990
$8.00 per person

Of the allegations the University can at least partially substantiate, the most severe is the charge
that on two occasions during the
period of fall 1984 to spring 1987,
a representative of the
University's athletic interests,
gave $50 cash to student-athletes
for their personal use.
In Lennon's letter to the
NCAA, he said that he did not
believe that any of the violations
created a recruiting or competitive advantage for the University
and were either isolated or inadvertent in nature.

Family and Friends
are welcome

In case of rain, Harcombe Dining Hall

Bell. "Yes, I was aware of it but
what could be done ... and I don't
see that this senate can do anything
about it."
Senate approved a resolution,
Thursday, that said the rule would
be overlooked for all elections up
until now. An elections board must
be approved before a run-off election is held.
As a result of the postponement,
Bell has agreed to allow each candidate an additional $50 for the
subsequent election. Each candidate was alotted $300 for the initial
election. According to Bell, "They
all spent approximately the same
amount of money. No one went
over the limit, since the penalty is
disqualification from the election."
Student Senate, however, is
considering a resolution, at the
request of Andrew Cauthen, former editor of The Tiger, that would
reimburse candidates for funds
spent on the postponed election.
"I don't think the candidates
should suffer financially for Ed's
decision," Cauthen said. "It's not
their fault that Ed decided elections
should be postponed."
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Features
Amateur radio club keeps in touch with the world

by Dean Lollis
managing editor

"If you are coming to Charleston,
bring everything that you will need
to survive."
That was the warning that members of the Clemson University
Amateur Radio Club (CUARC), callsign WD4EOG, heard from amateur
radio operators on the South Carolina coast days after Hurricane Hugo
struck the area.
"Many times, amateur radio provides the first word out of an area that
has been hit by a disaster," says B.J.
Backitis, CUARC member. "Amateur radio has agreements with groups
such as the Red Cross for providing
communications to help to alleviate
some of the congestion created on
other communications methods."
Each year, to prepare for assistance in emergencies like this, the
American Radio Relay League sponsers a national emergency preparedness event called "Field Day."
During Field Day, amateur radio
operators from across the country,
either as singles or groups, try to
communicate with as many other
operators or clubs as they can during
a 24-hour period. The operators get
points for the contacts based on the

distance of the contact, the amount of
power used and whethercode or voice
was used, says Backitis.
There is one requirement, however, that makes this event a real
challenge. The operators are not allowed to use commercial electrical
power sources; therefore, the operators must rely on generators and batteries for power.
Backitis said the CUARC scored
more points than it ever had in the
event held in June.
Amateur radio operators, often
refered to as "hams", provide valuable assistance in these emergency
conditions, their hobby is not entirely rooted in this endeavor. Amateur radio is used for non-commercial public-service oriented communications around the world, hobby
and experimental communications,
home computing by radio and emergency and routine public service.
Amateur radio can also be used as
way of covering local events such as
bike races or Christmas parades. For
instance, last year the CUARC provided local coverage of the Clemson
Crew Races Day on Lake Hartwell,

tographer

The clubhouse for the amateur radio club is located near the WSBF tower. From the clubhouse,
the club has been able to contact a number of foreign countries and even outer space.
says Randy Coffman, CUARC
member.
The amateur radio club on the
Clemson campus saw its start in the
days when Clemson was a military
college. Originally started as a branch
of the Army ROTC, the club was
later incorporated into the College of

Engineering, and the club-' s equipment was moved to the basement of
Freeman Hall.
Currently, the club and its equipment are located near the WSBF
tower on Water Tank Hill. At the
club station, the CUARC has a 70
foot antennae tower in addition to the

antennaes they have placed on the
WSBF tower.
This really improves reception as
compared to when the club was in the
basement of Freeman Hall, says
Backitis. In fact, the club has con-

see Radio, page 17

Savannah River Nuclear plant threatening environment
by Steve McCord
staff writer
The Clemson University chapter
of the Students for Environmental
Awareness thrives on an active
membership of over 100 students.
We are currently involved with projects for community cleanups, recycling aluminum cans, sponsoring
speakers, writing to politicians and
planning for Earth Day, among others. In this area of the country we are
all aware of the problems concerning
the Savannah River Plant (SRP),
although the details may be vague to
some people.
SRP was built in the early 1950's
by DuPont at the request of President
Truman. It's mission was to produce
plutonium and tritium, the fuels for
nuclear warheads. The project became one of the federal governments
largest projects ever undertaken as
the 300 square mile site transplanted
several small towns.
The production reactors are the

nuclear reactors that produce the
nuclear materials. The reactors at SRP

"We all know that
old, tired reactors,
especially ones that
are
sick
like
this...could run afoul
of unforseen technical
issues that we don't
even identify now"
James D. Watkins

Secretary of Energy for the DOE

play a crucial role in the Department
of Energy's (DOE) nuclear weapons
production complex which in all
employs over 90,000 people in 13
states. These facilities are controlled
by the DOE and operated by private
contractors.

Originally there was another production reactor in Hanford, Washington, but that site has since been
shut down. Therefore, any new plutonium or tritium would now be
produced at SRP.
The raw materials come to Savannah from DOE facilities in Tennessee and Ohio. After processing and
packaging, the plutonium is sent on
to a Rocky Flats, Colorado, finishing
plant while the tritium is either
shipped to Amarillo, Texas, for assembly or directly to weapons storage sites.
The United States currently has
an arsenal of about 23,000 nuclear
warheads, many of which are more
powerful than those dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This stockpile includes about 100 metric tons
of plutonium. This material decays
so slowly that our current supply
would last for tens of thousands of
years. Tritium decays a bit faster, but
with about 100 kilograms in storage
we could still supply 1500 hydrogen

bombs in 50 years.
There were originally five reactors at SRP. Two of these, named by
the letters C and R, were permanently shut down in the 1960's. The
remaining three (P, K and L) have
been shut down since the summer of
1988 when they encountered maintenance and operating problems.
Until a few years ago these DOE
facilities were exempt from regulations for reasons of national security.
But since the inquisitions that began
to take place in the early 1980's by
citizens and public authorities the
DOE has been demanded to become
accountable for their actions. Then
Vice-President George Bush even
said in May, 1988, "As President, I
will insist that in the future federal
agencies meet or exceed environmental standards; the government
should live within the laws it imposes on others."
It is now public knowledge that
there are 35 million gallons of highlevel liquid radioactive waste in

underground tanks at SRP. There are
also more than 16 million cubic feet
of low-level solid waste and hundreds of thousands of cubic feet of
transuranic waste. Transuranics are
elements heavier than uranium, and
they will remain toxic for tens of
thousands of years.
The more than 150 separate waste
disposal sites on SRP property
threaten to contaminate the local
drinking water for generations to
come. Jim Werner is a project engineer with the National Resources
Defense Council who has been involved with hazardous waste studies
for the EPA and private clients for
almost ten years. His statement on
July 6, 1989, does not inspire confidence. "In all my years in the hazardous waste business, I have never seen
studies that are as technically invalid
or as indefensible as the Savannah
River Plant cleanup documents."

see SRP, page 17

Granny was a tan mama !

Tiger photographer Paul Brown captures the clock of Tillman
Hall only days before time has to be changed.

Sunday, as I returned from my
glorious, fun-filled vacation in
Charleston, I went to the BK
Lounge for dinner and saw at least
thirty-thousand tan people standing in line. I opted for Wendy's
and while I waited in line, I overheard such exclamations as: "Oh
my God! Like, how was your
break?" or, "Oh, like you are so
tan! Where in Florida did you
go?"
I have never seen so many tan,
hung-overpeopleinmylife. Personally, I wasn't too particularly
pale but, standing next to some of
these people, I looked as if I had
spent spring Break under a rock.
Everyone was talking about how
good everyone looked and how
tan they were, but inside I know
what some of them were thinking:
"She is so blistered! If she thinks
she's tan, she's crazy. My albino
grandmother has a savage tan
compared to this chick. And like
what a bleach job! Was there like
a "Buy one-Get one free" on peroxide in Daytona or what? What
agoob."
I realized I had returned from

ramblings
and
studpidities
JOHN MACK

features
editor

f

Spring Break unable to compete in
the great "Tan-Off." The "Bain de
Soleil" woman has nothing on some
of our bronzed students. It's like if
you don't come home at least red,
peeling and blistered, you loose.
As I ate my chicken sandwich, I felt
like I was in a burn ward only
everyone had on Florida-related tshirts and bragged about the great
time they had.
Hey, I'll admit that I attempted
to tan, and got a rather healthy glow
but I didn' t suceed as well as some.
I'll be the first to admit that one
can look like a big weenie if one is
as white as a fish-belly in July, but
red, blistered, pained people don't
look great either. I've heard of
some young women who, while in

Europe, bared their chests to the
heavens to do as the rest of the
women, only to return in very
baggy t-shirts with an odd look on
their faces.
One spring break I proudly laid
my pale body under the sun' s warm
rays for the first time that year and
I don't know if it was the Hawaiian Tropic or the holes in the ozone
layer that are to blame, but I swear
that when I finally got home, I was
purple. I was so proud, almost to
the point of bragging, but the resulting itching and pain stemming
from the sun poisoning I'd received didn't seem quite worth it.
The peeling, however, was fun.
Later that week, we drove en
famille to Hot-lanta and I amused
myself by peeling off large sheets
of char-broiled epidermis, terribly angering my sister who sat in
a cloud of dead skin. I was tan, but
I paid a price.
Ever since then I've been careful. Remember Granny from "The
Beverly Hillbillies?" She was only
20. Tanning can be overdone.
Kids, if you're gonna tan, be careful out there.
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London trip a sucess

Work out for your heart
by news services
Remember when people used to
ask, "What is aerobic dancing?" It's
hard to believe, but it's been more
than a decade since Americans began
the exercise craze. As we head into
the 1990s, the majority of Americans
not only know what "aerobics" are,
but they have at one time or another
participated in them.
And it doesn' t stop there. Whether
it's cycling, running, walking, swimming or countless team sports,
Americans enjoy being physically
fit. Since the early 1950s, the American Heart Association has encouraged exercise as one way of reducing
an individual's risk of developing
heart disease, the nation's leading
killer And 40 years later, the encouragement continues.
According to the American Heart
Association, exercise training can
improve cardiovascular fitness in
healthy persons as well as most car-

fr

diac patients if it is done on a regular
basis.
Additionally, exercise can positively influence some of the major
risk factors for coronary artery disease in most people. For example,
exercise can be a factor in lowering
high blood pressure and in helping to
maintain proper weight. Recent studies have also shown that regular
exercise significantly increases the
levels of high-density lipoproteins or
HDL in the blood. HDL is often
called "good" cholesterol because it
is believed to carry dietary cholesterol out of the blood vessels.
Evidence also suggests that regular, moderate or vigorous physical
activity may protect against coronary heart disease and may improve
the likelihood of survival from a heart
attack.
In short, exercise is good for people
of all ages. Remember that to reach
and maintain cardiovascular fitness,

moderdte to vigorous exercise (such
as cycling, brisk walking, jogging,
jumping rope or swimming, to name
a few) should be performed for 30-60
minutes at least three to four times
per week.
How will you benefit from the
fitness craze? You'll look better, feel
better and have more energy for work
and play. Many people who exercise
regularly have a greater resistance to
stress, anxiety and fatigue, not to
mention improved efficiency of the
heart and lungs.
Before beginning an exercise
regime be sure to visit your doctor.
When you get a clean bill of health—
go for it!
Let the 1990s be the decade that
you exercise your way to a healthy
heart!
For more information on exercise, contact your local office of the
American Heart Association.

Need a job on the side?
Become my assistant managing
editor
call Dean at 656-2150 for more info.

by Melanie Bootes
staff writer

George Hernandez, Linda Varkonds
and Marsha Ellis.
While many Clemson students
The students went to Stonehenge
went south for Spring Break, some Westminster and the main galleries
students went overseas for a three as well as seeing such plays as "Cats'
lour intensive credit course on Brit-, and "Phantom of the Opera." Due tc
sh art and architecture. Sixty-eight the early planning of the trip, stustudents and five faculty members of dents were able to get traveler's passes
he College of Art and Architecture cheaply, enabling them to use the
eft for London on March 15 for subway (the "Tube" as it is called bj
;leven days of study in English archi- Londoners), the British Railway
system, and buses.
ecture and art.
The idea and planning for this trip
Carolyn Temple, a junior, says
jegan in September 1989 by alumni "It was an unbelievable experience!
jrofessor E.C. Voelker and profes- It's interesting to see how differen
sor Linda Varkonda with the inten- cultures are compared to our own
ion of giving art and architecture and also to see the similarities. It'sar
students the opportunity to study on- experience everyone should have."
site important English monuments,
The group was the largest group
irchitecture and art. The trip was ever from Clemson University tc
nade possible by the approval and study abroad.
:ooperation of Dean James F. Barker
This year the program was oper
md Vice-Provost J.V. Reel.
only to art and architecture students
Students spent eight hours a day but there are hopes for another trrt
studying architecture and art in ma- next year.
or galleries and throughout the his"I couldn' t have asked for a bettei
oric city. The lectures were given by bunch of kids; I would take therr
Zlemson faculty which included anywhere," commented Varkonda
Vice-Provost J.V. Reel, alumni pro- "The trip went off without a hitch anc
cessor E.C. Voelker and professors we hope to do this again next year.'

Hate Ad's like this? write then...656-2150

J)

IMPROVE
YOUR
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS.

A

Cruiseship Jobs
$300-$900 weekly
Guaranteed Openings
1 -800-926-8447
ext. C11711

Typeright
Four Rubin Square
Papers
Forms
Resumes
CIFs
Letters
Laser Printing
653-7901

An AT&T Card helps you communicate better, because you can use it to call from all
kinds of places. Like a friend's, or a pay phone, or out on the road. You don't even need to
have a phone in your name to get one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating
where and when you used the card.
^^
ToappIvforthe/USTG^callusat
a* ATAT
1800 525-7955, Ext. 630.
■
jg M fill
Now, if only it were that easy to improve
^~ ^ The riqht Choice
your grade point average.
^^^^
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Scenes of
Clemson

:■:.

■

■

Brand New
Student Housing
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments Units available
for May and August of 1990

I
SSSSSSsSS

"Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view apartments*

Call Burton Properties
at either
w

654-2412
or

office—653-7717
Yes, we're open on Saturday and 2-5 on Sunday
After Hours/weekends, call: 654-3444
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UNIVERSITY UNION

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

TRAVEL COMMITTEE PRESENTS

■&\SlhTttl

CaxoLLna (Luh.
March 31
8:00 am-9:00 pm
$5

Bilimore Trip

■rtfcStt

April 8
9:00 am-7:00 pm
$15

UPCOMING SHORT
COURSES:
>5
*?/

m

v

\i

w

//

l<5

Scuba Diving
April 2
Shagging and Dance ...April 7
Color Me Beautiful...April 12

March 29th and 30th
10:00 am-6:00pm
In front of the
University Union

WIN
A TOWEL
COMPACT DISC
PLAYER

FREE GIFT
FOR EVERYONE
WHO SINGS

- .

5l

«£EP TtMrsHOWER ffS* f&UNGALL DAY WITH W»
See Information Desk for more information

Mr. Jack Daniels Original
Silver Coronet Band

THE UI
There are still positions available
on the Union Board for:
Secretary, Short Course Chairman
and Special Events Chairman
For more information and applications,
come to the program office in the Loggia

Movies: Y-theater
Ba€k to
the Future
April 4, 1990
Tillman Auditorium
at 8:00 pm
Students: $6.00 Public: $8.00

Set Ready for the Exam Jam
—Spring '90—
9:00 pm
Edgar's $1.00

March 29-31
7:30 pm
$1.75

National Lampoon's Aphi 1
Uacafion

7and9:15pm
FREE

Coming April 6 and 7 at 10:00 pm and 12:00 am

The Rocty Horror Picture Show
$2.00 at the Y Theatre
'Advance ticket sales at the Union Information
Desk starting March 27*
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SRP from page 13
The controversy currently being
debated by everyone from local
church groups to congressional subcommittees revolves around restartiij^fffie production reactors. Some
government officials claim that we
will soon face a national emergency
unless we restart the old reactors or
construct new ones. Many Americans, however, question the need for
any more nuclear warheads, especially these days as the possibility of
a nuclear war seems less and less
probable, not to mention survivable.
Dupont has since relinquished its
position as control ler of SRP and the
title has been taken over by Westinghouse. The DOE has since released a
plan for rebuilding the production
complex over the next 20 years at the
inconceivable cost of about $244
billion. This plan does not even take
into account the possibility of success in arms control negotiations.
The first step in this plan by
Westinghouse is the start-up of reactor K by September, 1990, at a cost of

$ 1.66 billion. The other two reactors
are to follow months later. Some of
the serious shortcomings in this plan
include the fact that the K-reactor
will operate out of compliance with
the Clean Water Act thermal standards and it doesn't allow time for
completing and reviewing a probabilistic risk assessment for reactor
safety.
The concern over the thermal standards deals with the fact that excessively hot waters will be discharged
from the plant site into the Savannah
River. Environmentalists point out
that valuable wetlands downstream
will be destroyed of an adequate
cooling system is not implemented.
The DOE's Secretary of Energy
James D. Watkins said himself that
"We all know that old, tired reactors,
especially ones that are sick like
this...could run afoul of unforeseen
technical issues that we don't even
identify now." Yet the restart date
stands in the face of unanswered
questions about seismic bracing,
cracks in the cooling system and other
problems.
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(Above) The graphic communications
department has installed a new printing
press for its graphic communications
students. (Left) Workers prepare the
press for installation. The press was
installed in February and has recently
been put to use.
Pictures by Kevin Taylor/Head Photographer

Do the stories in this paper really
Radio from page 13
burn you up?
acted six continents and have con/ersed
in nearly 60
They made me mad and I wrote a :ountrieswithfromoperators
the clubhouse .
"From the club station, we have
letter to the editor
and so can xmtacted
several Soviet-bloc coun:ries
and
Naval Base in
you. Type the letter and send it \ntartica,"thesaysU.S.
Backitis. "We have
ilso been able to monitor amateur
to box 2097 or bring it by our
■adio transmissions from astronauts
iboard the U.S. space shuttles . "
office.
For a club member to be able to

Wolff Stum Ceirnto
Summer "What, Where, or
When?" Start Your Summer
with a Tan instead of Sunburn.
OUR HOURS ARE:
M-TH 9:00-9:00
F 9:00-8:00
(Closed M-F for lunch 1:00-1:30)
Sats. 9:00-3:00

operators to use basic voice, computer, and Morse code privileges, but
does allow some global communications, says Backitis.
To receive the "novice" license,
the operator must pass a written exam
and be able to code five words per
minute in morse code. The process
usually takes three to eight weeks
and the CUARC members help as
much as possible, says Backitis.
By completing the tests for higher
license classes, operators earn more
privileges which allow operators to
use higher frequences and provides
more opportunities to use voice and

ase "ham" equipment, he must pass a
:est to
receive his license. The first li:ense that a "ham" operator can get is
he "novice" license, which allows

computer data. Some higher license
classes allow operators to use satellites for transmissions and amateur
television.
Currently, the club has low student membership, but Backitis hopes
the club will have 12 to 14 students
actively involved before the end of
the semester. In addition, six to eight
faculty members are regularly involved in club activites.
The club meets every other Tuesday of the month on campus. The
remainder of the meetings duriing
the month are held at the club station.

GUARANTEED
WAIT-LOSS.
WHY WAIT AN HOUR FOR THEIR PIZZA,
WHEN DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS' IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS?

r

Large 2-Item Pizza

$Q99

One large original crust pizza with 2 toppings
for only $9.99.
Additional toppings available.

V

Large
ExtravaganZZa

$1>99
1 m* Plus Tax

One large original crust ExtravaganZZa* for
only $12.99!
No substitutions on toppings.

I

II

VakJ at partKNHtmg Bores only Not viM with any other otter Prices may vary Customer pays

vakd at participating stores only Not valid with any other Oder Prices may vary Customer pays

sales tn where ippkcable. Delivery areas imrted to ensure sate dnvmo Our drivers carry less

sales ti< where appkcaHe Oekvery areas kmterf to ensure safe driving Our drivers carry less

lhan $20-00 Our drivers are not penalized tor late deliveries.

than 12000 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries

....... ......—H

Large MeatZZa Pizza

On The Double

$

no;

13 95

95 .

PIUITK

HUSTIX

Try our large MeatZZa pizza with Original Style
crust and four full portions of Pepperoni, Sausage,
Ham and Ground Beef for just $13.95, plus tax!

Two medium original crust pizzas with 1
topping on both for only $10.95. Additional
toppings available.

R'ESIGN
•
•
•
•
•
•

OTUDIO

I

vakd at participating stores only Not vakd with any other ofler Prices may vary. Customer pays

sales tax where ippkcable. Delivery areas bmrtw to ensure safe driving Our drivers carry less

sates tax where appkcabte Dehvery areas kmrted to ensure safe driving. Our driven cany less

Dun 12000 Our drivers are not penalized lor Late dekvenes

than $20 00 Our driver, are not penakzed tor late dekvenes

Custom Bridal Gowns
Headpieces and Veils
Bridesmaid Gowns
Pageant Formal Wear
Tuxedo Rentals
Complete Alterations

Clemson Shopping Center
Clemson, SC
654-7630

BE

vakd at partapaUrtfl stores only Not vakd with any other Offer Prices may vary Customer pays

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA™

Call Us!
Serving Anderson
226-9393

Serving Seneca and
Surrounding Area.

Serving Clemson

1006 N. Main St.

882-9783

3842 College Ave.

924 Hwy. 123 Bypass
a sate dnvmg

CT989 Oomno'j Pizza. Ire

654-3082
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Student Notice
ON-LINE PREREGISTRATION
FOR SUMMER/FALL 1990
Dates:

Preregister during the week indicated below for your college. Your computer ID and password will
not access the on-line system during the other week. Week-end dates April 7-8 and April 14-15 are
open—all passwords are acceptable. Students in study programs not aligned with any specific college
may preregister either week.
April 2-6
Agricultural Sciences
Architecture
Education
Commerce and Industry
Sciences

April 9-13
Engineering
Forest and Rec. Resources
Liberal Arts
Nursing

Time:

The preregistration system can be accessed during morning and late afternoon/evening hours, but it
will be turned off from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday—Friday. The present computer network cannot
support simultaneously all the administrative and academic demands plus the large number of students wanting to preregister during these hours. The instruction sheet will show locations of terminals
and available hours.

Course Limit:

To insure a better distribution of courses among all students, fall requests may not exceed 19 credit
hours. Where desirable, additional credits may be added on registration day, August 21. Should more
than 19 hours be entered into the on-line system, the last course(s) entered will be dropped to reduce
the number to 19 or less.

Changing Majors? You need to process change-of-major card by March 9, if possible. Ask for details in Student Records if
card is turned in after March 9
Late Penalty:

On-line preregistration ends at 6 p.m., April 15. Afterwards, students turn in preregistration cards to
E-3 Martin. Scheduling personnel will enter course requests, but class priority (Sr., Jr., etc.) will be lost.

Steps:

1. See your adviser and fill in preregistration cards with approved course requests for summer/fall
1990. Schedule books will be available in the University Union on or before March 30.
2. Keep student copy of preregistration card. Note five digit advising number in upper right corner of
card. You will need to enter this number along with your computer ID and password.
3. Enter course requests on computer terminal or personal computer through dial-up access. Instruction sheet available from adviser lists location of terminals and hours.

Preparation:

Know your computer ID and your password. If you do not use them regularly, read the information
below. General instructions will be available from your adviser at preregistration time.

ID and Password: Your computer ID is printed by your name in the campus phone book and on your Registration Fee
Receipt and Student Use Card. Each Clemson student has been assigned a unique password. If you have not used your
computer ID since last preregistration, you should receive a letter with your ID and temporary password by April 2. If you
do not receive a letter by April 2, and you have forgotten your ID or your password, you should go to the Help Desk in the
basement of the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center (P & AS Building) with a picture ID.
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Entertainment

Paisley Park proves to be
top-of-the-line complex
from press releases

Two years ago, renowned musical artist Prince funded the construction of a 65,000 square foot
state-of-the-art multimedia production facility. The $10 million studio, Paisley Park, is situated amid
the farms and ranch houses of the
southwest Minneapolis suburb of
Chanhassen and is rapidly becoming one of the most respected facilities in the world.
Paisley Park is the locus of
Prince's creativity, business acumen and professional ambition.
Built from the ground up, this hightech complex houses a record
company, three recording studios
and a 25,000-square foot soundstage; in addition, there is a setbuilding shop, pre-stage area, choreography room, dressing rooms,
and a wardrobe and costuming
department. The studio also is comprised of business divisions that
handle different aspects of Prince's
creative output.
The umbrella-firm Paisley Park
Studios handles the film and recording studio complex; Paisley
Park Productions produces music
videos for Prince and other artists,
as well as commercial work for
national ad campaigns, and is currently formulating the prototype for
"The New Power Generation," a
soon-to-debut syndicated radio
show.
Paisley Park Records handle the
music of the label's artists, including Jill Jones, Tony LeMans,
George Clinton, Mavis Staples, the
Time, Flash (featuring Margaret
Cox) and Good Question; Paisley
Park Films develops ideas for films,

which are then produced by separate
Prince companies, an example is
Graffiti Bridge Productions, which
is handling the upcoming feature film
of the same name (see related story).
Also in the works are "The Robert
Johnson Story," a biography of the
famed Delta bluesman, and "The
Dawn," a proposed follow-up to
"Graffiti Bridge."
Of the three recording studios.
Studios A and B are "higher tech,"
state of the art facilities that are used

"As good as Prince
is artistically, he is a
better business man."
Randy Adamsick
Minneapolis Film Board

imported, hand-cut Italian marble and
is designed to enhance digital recording. The wood room is designed for
the acoustics of anything that resonates, such as a viola, violins, bongos
or a piano.
Studio C is where Paisley Park
continues its commitment to "alternative" artists. Affectionately dubbed
the "entry-level room," it has the
capability of producing master quality recordings at a price much more
affordable to newer artists.
"That's the room where we work
with people who have a very limited
budget," says Harry Grossman, former facilities director. "They may
also have to work at the least favorable times, but they can work here.
Because of this, our Studio C is the
heaviest working room in the building - basically around the clock."

for top acts, film scoring and high
level productions. As one of the few
recording facilities in the world
housed in a structure built specifically for that purpose, Paisley Park
has attracted such top acts as Madonna, Jermaine Jackson and Fine
Young Cannibals, who taped "The
Raw and The Cooked" there. It's
rumored that some major record
companies send artists to the studio
in the hope that Prince might wander
by and offer to contribute to a session.
With its five channels of audio,
Studio A is equipped for Dolby surround sound-mixes, making it a superb facility for recording film & TV
soundtracks. Adjacent to the 50-by35-foot main recording room that is
the centerpiece of Studio A are two
unique acoustical spaces, the stone
room and the wood room.
The stone room is made up of

see Studio, page 21

Prince filming "Graffiti Bridge"
from press release
Production on Prince's fourth major motion picture, a new wave "Hollywood" musical with a contemporary urban slant, began last month and will
continue through March. The Minneapolis-based
artist is directing, scoring and starring in "Graffiti
Bridge," which also stars "Purple Rain" pals Morris
Day and Jerome Benton. The film will be introducing the intriguing and sexy newcomer Ingrid Chavez.
Leaked reports from the set of "Graffiti Bridge"
have already caused a buzz throughout the entertainment industry. With the use of an eclectic mix of
choreography by Otis Sallid, an intensely dramatic
use of cinematography and a host of sizzling musical performances, industry insiders are already speculating that the film will be one of the summer's

campus happenings
HoltzendorffYMCA
"Back to the Future II" will continue through
March 31st at 7 and 9:15 p.m. for $1.75.
Continuing where the original left off,
Michael J. Fox and Lea Thompson travel back
into the future with Christopher Lloyd. In this
segment, they must reshape the future in order
to save their own time period, which has been
trapped in an "alternate future." Don't miss
the introduction to the third segment, which is
due out this summer.
"National Lampoon's Vacation," April 1st at 7
and 9:15 p.m.
Join Chevy Chase in his hilarious mishaps as
he takes his family on a cross-country trip.

hottest attractions.
The film features Prince as The Kid (resurrected
from "Purple Rain") and Morris Day as rivals in a
power struggle over the direction of the Glam Slam,
a night-club they co-own. Left to them in a friend's
will, the Glam Slam is all that the two young men
have in common. Money rules the sleazy world of
Morris Day while the Kid is driven by a deeper force
expressed through the powerful energy and raw
beauty of his music.
Some of the film' s hottest footage is sure to be the
on-screen reunion of one of the world's "coolest"
bands, The Time. Joining lead singer Day and his
sidekick, Jerome Benton, are the rest of the original

see "Graffiti," page 21

Independent labels major
source of new music
by Alan Ridgeway
WSBF music director
special to The Tiger
It never fails to amaze me. Every time I go
to a party there is always some drunk fool
spouting about how incredible his/her taste in
music is and how through some obscure inside
source, he/she has access to all the best new
music around. This person will then list off
about ten to fifteen major label artists and then
smugly ask if I've ever "heard" of them.
My first reaction is to induce some really
violent bazooka barfing in the offensive direction. Then I remember my self esteem. My
second reaction is to list off thirty to fifty bands
of my own in order to make this idiot seem
small and insignificant. Then I realize that all I
would be accomplishing is to give the moron
ammunition for the next unlucky subject to
come along. Instead, I try to incorporate a little
pity and compassion with my nausea. (I'm
getting to the point of the article now - pay
attention) I gently try to educate my unknowing drinking buddy to the concept of the Independent Label.
Usually, these annoying people really do
want to know more about new music, they just
let their experience become jaded by the promiscuity of major label artists in the market. By
the way, a "major label- artist is one who has a
recording contract with any one of a dozen or so
major record labels like Island, MCA, Warner

commentary
Brothers, RCA, CBS, Capitol, etc. Most of
these should be familiar to you. What remains
in vast realm of music is the Independent Label.
These labels are smaller, with fewer artists, and
limited budgets. Where a major label is primarily concerned with making money from sales
of its record regardless of the actual music
quality involved, the independent label is usually concerned with exposing an artist's talent.
(True, money may also be a factor - especially
if the label wants to stay in business, but one
hopes it is not the end-all and be-all of the organization) Now, it usually becomes apparent
to even the most inebriated loser that independent labels are the best place to locate truly
"new" artists and to broaden those musical
horizons. The question remains, -Where do I
look?"
Well, Gentle Reader, first try record stores
that are not mall chains. Nationwide (or even
regional) mall record stores usually carry relatively few independent label releases. In the
Clemson area try Manifest or Listener's Choice
which are both located on College avenue. If
you want to try and make it an outing, there are
several places in Atlanta which carry a large

see Indies, page 22
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WSBF disc jockey teams vie for top spot
by Patrick McNeill
special to The Tiger
On May 3rd, 1989, in probably
the single greatest classic rock event
in the history of mankind, Bill
McCanless came from behind in the
last few minutes of Classic Rock
Bowl I to pass Kelley Clare and Dave
Scherrep and emerge as the Classic
Rock Bowl champion. Now, one year
later, McCanless teams up with Tony
Counts to defend his crown in Classic Rock Bowl II, which will be held
May 1st on Clemson's own WSBFFM88.1.
Classic Rock Bowl II, like its
predecessor, will be a six-hour contest to determine WSBF's top classic-rock jock. The DJ's choose their
records in advance, using a system
that bears resemblence to the NFL
draft. The winner is determined by
the listeners, who call in to vote on
which DJ is playing the best music.
But there have been some rules
changes:
TAG TEAM: All entries for this
year's Classic Rock Bowl must consist of at least two members. One
member must remain in the studio at
all times, while the other is free to go
search for records. The rule was
changed to give more WSBF DJ's a
chance to participate in the Classic
Rock Bowl. This rule is expected to
help benefit people like Kelley Clare,
who will be teaming this year with
"The Other Kelli," her co-host on
"Skeletons from the Closet."
HEAD-TO HEAD: Last year,

The pairings for Classic Rock Bowl II, a competition to determine the best disc
jockey team on WSBF-FM 88.1. The event will be held May 1 from 4 to 10 p.m.
■4 Spike-A-Maniacs

*1 B&T

\

\

•3 The Dynamic Duo

*2The Skeleton Crew

\

\

■5 Dark Reapers

4 p.m.

{

5 p.m.

^ *8 Rolling Thunder

6 p.m.

7 p.m.

|

*6The Mister-Twisters

7 Pungent Stench

The 3rd and 4th place finishers from the first round will square off at 8 p.m. in a
consolation round. The first and second place finishers will go head-to-head at
9 p.m. to determine the winners.
each participant in Classic Rock Bowl
I was given one hour of their own.
This year, the teams will be locked
into a single elimination tournament.
Two phone numbers will be given
out at the start of each hour, one for
each team. The teams will alternate
songs and solicit votes. Each call to
one of the phone numbers during the
hour will count as a vote for that
team. At the end of the hour, the team
who has received the most votes
moves on to the next round, while
their opponents are sent packing.
NEW HOSTS: Last year, the job
of hosting the Classic Rock Bowl

was rotated among the participants.
This year, Classic Rock Bowl II will
be co-hosted by WSBF Jazz Director Tom Brady and WSBF Music
Director Alan Ridgeway.
Brady will be doing the play-byplay, while Ridgeway will be providing the color commentary, although he adds, "How do you add
color to something that's been dead
for twenty years?" When asked how
he liked the prospect of hosting Classic Rock Bowl II, Tom Brady replied, "I'm very, very proud, very,
very happy and very, very excited."
All told, there will be eight two-

person teams competing for this year's
Classic Rock Bowl championship.
There will be four first-round matches,
beginning at 4 P.M. and lasting for
one hour each. The winners of each
match will move on to the finals,
where they'll be ranked from first to
fourth, depending on the number of
votes they have received. The third
and fourth-place teams will face each
other at 8 P.M. in the consolation
round, while the top two teams will
square offat 9 P.M. for the title. Here
are the pairings and seeds for the first
round of Classic Rock Bowl II:
4 p.m. Spike-A-Maniacs (Spike

and Wayne "Mad Dog" Spitzer) vs.
Dark Reapers (Wayne "Slicer" Chastain and Michael "Dicer" DePue).
5 p.m. B&T (Bill McCanless and
Tony Counts) vs. Rolling Thunder
(Dave Williams and Bob Arnold).
6 p.m. The Dynamic Duo (Dave
"Batman" Scherrep and Mark "The
Boy Wonder" Anderson) vs. The
Mister-Twisters (Dave Dondero and
Tim Johnston).
7 p.m. The Skeleton Crew (Kelley
Clare and "The Other Kelli") vs.
Pungent Stench (Andy Hayes and
Rhett Cathcart).
PREDICTIONS: We then went
to the WSBF experts to get the benefit of their predictions on the outcome of Classic Rock Bowl II. Classic Rock Bowl play-by-play man Tom
Brady told us that he was leaning
towards "The Dynamic Duo" as the
favorites, but he liked "Rolling Thunder" as a possible darkhorse. Color
commentator Alan Ridgeway told this
reporter, "Well, I see Bill McCanless
going'Well....uh....uh....uh'alot, and
I see no clearcut winner in the bunch."
When pressed on the matter, Ridgeway declared that he liked the chances
of the #7 seed, "Pungent Stench", as
a possible upset pick.
You can hear all of the excitement
of Classic Rock Bowl II from the
comfort of your own home, car, or
dormitory. Don't forget to tune in
from 4 to 10 P.M. on Tuesday, May
1 st. Tom Brady and Alan Ridgeway
will be bringing you all of the action
on WSBF-FM Clemson, 88.1 on your
dial.

What a Steal
2 Bedroom, 1 or 1 1/2 Bath Regency Townhouse, All
Appliances, Clubhouse, Pool, Laundry, 5 miles from
Clemson University $300-$375
2 Bedroom, 11/2 Bath Oak Crest Apartment, All
Appliances, W/D Connections, Pool and Clubhouse
Privileges, Behind ESSO Club—Walk to Class $425-$500
Limited number Available

Now Leasing for Summer and Fall
No

Check—No Application Fee—Hurry!
Why Pay $600-$700-$800 per month?

654-1558
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Atwood's "The Handmaid's Tale"

Studio

Film adaption gives
fascinating look at future
caste systems and mores

by Lee Smith
staff writer

from page 19

movie review

"The Handmaid's Tale" vividly brings to
life Margaret Atwood's story of a futuristic
society where only a small group of women
remain fertile after an ecological disaster.
In the city-state of Gilead, a group of women
known as handmaids are employed to give
birth for sterile prominent women. Natasha
Richardson's portrayal of Kate, the handmaid
assigned to Serena and the Commander, comes
across as effortless and perfect. Richardson
captures the instincts of a woman who is forced
into a position in a society that she has no
control over and where she must play by everchanging rules to survive.
Faye Dunaway gives a controlled performance as the powerful Serena, who desperately
wants a child to fulfill her life. Robert Duvall,
who plays the Commander, appears reserved
as he attempts to display the vulnerable feelings of his influential and high-ranking character. Adrian Quinn gives a low-key performance
as Nick, Kate's lover and eventual savior.
"The Handmaid's Tale" makes use of a

The
Tiger
needs
artists!!!
Call
6562150

visual spectacle of colors that define the different roles in the culture. The handmaids are
dressed entirely in bright red gowns, which
represent their fertility; their employers wear
gowns of royal blue to indicate their aristocratic positions. The cars are all flat black,
which reflets the repressive nature of the citystate. In Gilead, the ruling party has undertaken
the task of eliminating the undesirables they
believe caused the disaster that infects their
society.
The only drawback of this movie is that
certain details, such as what really caused the
disaster and what characteristics define the
society's"undesirables,"arejust lightly touched
upon. If these details had been more fully
explained, the viewer would have a clearer
understanding of what is occurring within the
society.
"The Handmaid's Tale" takes the idea of
surrogate motherhood to the ultimate limit in
this fascinating and compelling drama.

"Everybody who walks into Paisley Park
Studios realizes that this a working house, and
they realize this is a place that has been very
well thought out. If I was creating , anything
I ever wanted to do could be done in this
building. It can not only be done in this
building, but it can be done in state of the art
fashion. And that comes from Prince."
Paisley Park is credited with almost single-

from paae 19
bandmembers - Jimmy Jam, Terry Lewis, Jesse
Johnson, Jellybean Johnson and Monte Moir.
"Graffiti Bridge" examines the power of
love, hope and faith. The characters are frequently confronted with the dilemma of choosing integrity in a world where greed and corruption seem more readily rewarded. Combining elements of magical fantasy with reality,
the film is an inspiring, upbeat look at the challenge of following dreams and the struggle

654-9340
7 Days a Week

500 OFF Large Sandwich
or
250 OFF Small Sandwich
(please present coupon before ordering)

1990 Tiger Band
Flag Corps
Tryouts
April 9-12
5:00-6:00 pm
University Band Room
Call 656-3380 for details.

COME CHECK
OUT OUR NEW
CONTESTS THIS
WEEKEND

THE ARMY HAS THE FIERCEST
HELICOPTER IN THE WORLD...

THURSDAY:

$25 Limbo Contest
Ladies Admitted Free Until 10:00

FRIDAY:

$100 Sexy Legs Contest
NO COVER CHARGE
for Ladies in Mini-skirts

SATURDAY:

Party Hardy 'til 2:00 am

SUNDAY:

April Fool's Party—
Live music with
The Fat Stinkin' Belgian Bastards

...AHDWEWAHTJOTEACHYOU

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

involved with being true to one's self.
In addition to riveting performances by
Prince's electrifying band, the film features
appearances by funk's "founding father"
George Clinton and "gospel maven" Mavis
Staples, who appear as nightclub owners. Other
Paisley Park Records artists in the film are Jill
Jones and rappers Robin Power and T.C. Ellis.
A two-record soundtrack is slated for release
with a supporting tour in pre-production stages.

Write entertainment for
The Tiger. Call 656-2150 and ask
for Terry.

DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
337 COLLEGE AVENUE

It can see in the dark. And attack without being seen. It can strike like lightning.
It's fast, smart and mean.
But the AH-64 Apache helicopter
doesn't fly by itself. It needs trained aviators capable of handling its awesome
technology.
Warrant Officer Flight Training takes
ability, dedication and commitment. It's
an intensive 40-week training program
designed to take the very best people and
make them pilots.
If you have a high school diploma, preferably two years of college and
can complete Basic Training, we just might have a flight suit your size.
To find out if you qualify for Warrant Officer Flight Training, see
your local Army Recruiter today or call
Anderson
Easley
Seneca
224-4601
855-4287
882-6893

handedly bringing Minneapolis and Minnesota to the forefront of locations considered
for film, TV and recording work. It now ranks
only behind Los Angeles, New York and
Chicago in terms of work generated.
"As good as Prince is artistically, he is a
better businessman," said Randy Adamsick,
the executive director of the Minneapolis
Film Board.

"Graffiti"

"Sandwich Shop'

Open Late
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Indies
from page 19
number of obscure releases. Wax-nFax and Eat More Records are just a
couple for starters. Ultimately, you
will be looking for a particular type
of music and everyone's taste is different. Therefore I will list a smattering of independent labels and describe the typical sound associated
with each.
First, the giant of the indie market: SST. The letters stand for "Super
Sonic Transport" (catchy, huh?) and
you may be able to guess that the
sound is more than a little rough and
grungy. Heroes such as Dinosaur Jr.,
Screaming Trees, Buffalo Tom, and
fIREHOSE appear on this label. A
must for any head bangers out there.
Next, 4AD is a label which specializes in bringing mostly European
artists to America, though there are
several American acts on the label,
too. The sound ranges from introspective experimental acts such as
Dead Can Dance, Dif Jus, and This
Mortal Coil to straight up rockers
like the Pixies. For an interesting
buy, this label has a lot to offer.
For those of you primarily interested in the Southeastern music scene,
Athens based Dog Gone records has
both the variety and the quality represented in this area. From pop based
artists like the Squalls and Mark
Bingham to harder edged Seven
Simons and Snatches of Pink (one of
my personal favorites), Dog Gone
keeps the music fresh. Even the Flat
Duo Jets, admittedly a 50's rockabilly-in-a-blender group, is represented.
Wax Trax! records keeps your
feet moving and your bones rattling
with their primarily industrial sound.
Industrial, for all who don't know, is
primarily characterized by one mean
dance beat. Even the most rhy thmless
geek can tap his toes to this stuff.
Check out Greater Than One, Meat
Beat Manifesto, Acid Horse, and
Front 242. Violent dance can be a
wonderful way to relieve stress. Trust
me.
A label to really keep your eye on
in the future is Chameleon. In the
college radio industry, this label is
recognized for having a unique sound
and for putting out some of the freshest music in America. Styles range
from the world beat Bonedaddys to
the high energy pop sounds of Dramarama. To get a real appreciation for
the number of styles represented, pick
up the Radio Tokyo Tapes compilation series. You will be surprised.
These are only a few of the labels
out there. WSBF regularly corresponds with over 100 independent
labels, so there's a lot of ground to
cover. A brief listing of a few labels
that have caught my eye lately include: Giant, Sky, Community 3, DB,
Shimmy Disc, Sub Pop, Taang!,
Dischord, and 50 Skadillion Watts.
Again this is by far an incomplete
list.
As a final note, if you hear a song
on the radio that you particularly like
and you think you might like to buy
the album, call the DJ and ask him the
name of the artist and the record
label. Knowing the record label helps
tremendously when ordering records
(tapes, cd's) through your local record store. Before I catch a lot of
remarks like "Gee, you sound just
like your clueless partygoer the way
you think you know everything about
music," just let me say that I do NOT
know "everything" about music. No
one does. The entire concept is ridiculous. One of the reasons I became Music Director of WSBF is to
educate myself about music. This is
an ongoing process, and I hope that
perhaps I have learned enough about
new music to help some others appreciate the multitude of new musical styles and genres available today.
Thanks for letting me bazooka barf
in your direction.
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Famed designer dies from
AIDS-related complications
By ELIZABETH SNEAD
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network.
Halston, fashion designer-celebrity superstar, died in his sleep late
Monday night of AIDS-related illness at Pacific Presbyterian Hospital
in San Francisco, Calif. Initial reports cited cancer as the cause of
death. But later Tuesday, Halston's
brother, Robert Frowick, told Associated Press that Halston had suffered through a 1 and one-half-year
battle with AIDS and an AIDS-related cancer, Kaposi's sarcoma.
While Halston's story has a wonderful start, it has a sad ending.
Halston died a recluse who didn't
even own the rights to his own name.
He lost his status in the fashion world
when he sold his name to J.C. Penney in 1983. Penneys sewed his label
into a line of affordable, stylish
clothes for the masses. Stripped of
control, Halston had been fighting to
get it back ever since.
He was said to be working on a
new collection, possibly under an-

other name. "It was the one thing in
his life that he regretted," says Barry
Landau, Halston's long-time friend
and publicist.
Halston's main contribution to
American fashion was to create clothing that was both modern and comfortable — elements designers today
still imitate. Coming of age in the late
1960s and early '70s when it was
chic to dress down, Halston took
structure out of clothes without sacrificing luxury. He pioneered the use
of the synthetic fabric Ultrasuede and
often layered chiffon and cashmere.
Halston's 18-month silence about
his illness was maintained mainly
"out of concern for his friends," says
Landau. But silence will not help the
fashion industy, who has lost several
top designers to the disease — Willi
Smith, Perry Ellis, Angel Estrada —
in the past few years.
"It's important to get the message out that it wasn't all glamorous," says Landau. "There was safety
in numbers in those days and sex was
just sex. But there was no communication. And communication is what
its going to take to stop AIDS."

"Go West Young Man"

Monday April 2nd
Tillman Hall 7 pm Admission $2.00

YOU ARE INVITED
DATES: APRIL 3RD & 4TH
PLACE: PALMETTO BALLROOM
TIME: 9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

SUBJECT: THE COMPUTER LINE
FOR THE 90'S
THE NEW COMPUTERS FROM
TANDY

March 29th and 30th
10:00 am-6:00pm
In front of the
University Union
WIN A
COMPACT DISC
.
PLAYER

FREE GIFT
FOR EVERYONE
WM0 SINGS

fi

V£EP TH4r$H0WERfttsHFEEUW^U DAY WITH tf»
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Producers set musical styles, trends
by Terry Manning
entertainment editor
The role of record producer has
become such an influential one in the
world of Black music that the mere
presence of certain names on a record label can ensure outstanding sales.
L. A. and Babyface, Teddy Riley, and
D.J. Red Alert are only at the front of
this new breed of musical Svengalis.
Perhaps the hottest is the West
Coast-based team of L.A. Reid and
Babyface (Kenneth Edmonds). Over
the past four years they have produced everyone from The Whispers
("Rock Steady") to Sheena Easton
("The Lover In Me"). These members of The Deele, a popular funk
group in its own right, have used
their dance-oriented, beat-heavy
tunes as catapults for the rising careers of Bobby Brown ("Don't Be
Cruel,""Rock Witcha," and "Roni"
are songs among those they produced
on Brown's quintuple platinum LP,
Don't Be Cruel), Pebbles (now the
wife of Reid), and After 7, whose
members are all relatives of Babyface.
In addition, Babyface has shown a
particular flair for writing wonderful, soulful ballads, as evidenced on
his own very successful Tender Lover
LP.
Teddy Riley was the first of the
new wave of producers to introduce
the hip-hop flavors of rap into mainstream rhythm and blues. He began
his production career by producing
rap artists (Heavy D's "Chunk But
Funky") and used the editing skills,
sampled sounds and emphasis to drive
the sounds of his own group, Guy, as
well as the music of hip-hop doowop group Today, rap artists Wrecks-

N-Effect and even the gospel of The
Winans. His sound is characterized
by intricate keyboard flourishes,
strong beats and very often, his appearing in a "guest rap" describing
his sound, labeled new jack swing.
Al B. Sure! and his producer Kyle
West have started to spread their own
variations on the new jack swing.
On the rap front, DJ Red Alert and
Marley Marl guarantee a nice dose of
New York club-style mixes on the
albums they produce. Prince Paul
(De La Soul, Queen Latifah, 3rd Bass)
is undeniably the most creative of the
new rap producers. His senses of
rhythm and the absurd go hand-inhand. The West Coast has not yet
produced a long-standing group of
producers with easily identifiable
trademark sounds, but Dr. Dre and
Eazy-E are trying. With the rap gang
NWA, The D.O.C., and newcomer
Michel 'le, this duo is starting to build
a stable of artists. A major drawback
to their effectiveness, though, is the
cheesy, organ-grinder sound that
makes up a lot of their bass tracks.
Soul II Soul's Jazzy B and Nellie
Hooper have only been around for
about a year and half but their sound
has already influenced a whole generation of new singers. They've
mixed Caribbean, reggae and English soul styles with dance-inducing
rhythm sections to color the sound of
almost everything that's now coming out of England. Sybil and Lisa
Stansfield have ridden the coattails
of their sound to international stardom.
The fathers of this producer movement are Minneapolis' Terry Lewis
and Jimmy Jam. Since the early 80's,
they've produced Klymaxx, Gladys
Knight and the Pips and even Patti

Austin. Their forte has been reviving
the careers of groups and singers that
have only scratched the surface of
their musical potential.
Few even realize that Janet
Jackson had released two albums
before the groundbreaking Control,
produced by Jam and Lewis. This
release eclipsed the sales of her previous works and was even named by
"Rolling Stone" magazine as one of
the best 100 albums of the 80's.
The SOS Band's "Take Your Time
(Do It Right)" is a minor classic, but
under the tutelage of Jam and Lewis
they produced such major gems as
"Weekend Girl,""Just Be Good To
Me,"and "The Finest," the latter
coming from the soul masterpiece
The Sands of Time. They even revitalized the synth-pop band Human
League with the modern ballad,
"Human."
FlyteTyme Productions, the name
the two operate under, has propelled
Cherrelle (the original "I Didn' t Mean
ToTurnYouOn"),AlexanderO'Neal
("Innocent,""If You Were Here
Tonight," and the entire Fake LP),
and New Edition into the realm of
superstardom. Known in the past for
their mature, frank ballads and other
songs, the songwriting team has
started to revamp their sound, incorporating youth-oriented beats and
sampling into their cavalcade of
sounds. Janet Jackson's Rhythm Nation and Johnny Gill's "Rub You the
Right Way" are two examples of
their mastery.
As the 90's begin, one can only
hope that all these producers and
more continue in their efforts to
generate freshness, creativity and
pure talent and pump them into the
world of Black music.

Do you have your Summer job line up? In not then...
Get S.M.A.R.T. and Get MOVING
Residential Facilities is seeking applicants for their:

—STUDENT MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR TEAMand

—STUDENT MOVING CREW—
Applications may be picked up at the Personnel Office between
8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For more information call 656-5450.
Please write "Housing" at the top of your application.

ATTENTION: TO ALL STUDENT LIVING OFF CAMPUS
April 1 is the official Census Day for the 1990 Census count. If you live off
campus, you may receive a questionnaire from the Census Bureau.
As defined by the Bureau, "each person is counted as an inhabitant of his
or her usual place of residence, which generally means the place where the
person lives and sleeps most of the time." This may include those of you who
are living off campus in apartments, houses, of other housing units
throughout the community.
It is important to have the cooperation of all of you who receive a
questionnaire in the mail. Please fill out the form as accurately as possible,
and remember that the information remains confidential.
If you have any questions regarding the Census forms, please contact the
City of Clemson, Department of Planning and Development in our
downtown office at 365 College Avenue (653-2050)

Read a good
book lately?
Write a review
for The Tiger

LOCATED AT 542 COLLEGE AVE.
BETWEEN VICTORIA SQUARE AND CAMPUS CAMERA

654-4041

apes
ALL THE LATEST HITS
ROCK*COUNTRY*JAZZ*$OUL«CLASSICAL
We buy and sell used CDs and Tapes
OPEN: MON-FR110 to 8 • SAT 10 to 6 • SUN 1:30 to 6

10% OFF
ANY PURCHASE WITH THIS*AD
Clemson University

(|0)Je» forgot)
CHINESE RESTAURANT

Golden
Dragon

LUNCH
MONDAY-SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pm
DINNER
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm-9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm-10:00 pm

Ole
Norm's

Thunderbird
Inn
Bi-Lo
to Central

at Hwy 93
Next to
Thunderbird Inn

654-1551

The Tiger will accept
any application for any
position. Also, look into
our new senior staff
position, Filler Editor.
Pick up applications
now
TOGETHER FOR A

SAI=I=
CAMPU S

Learn the news
before the rest of
campus does and
meet neat people.
Call Bill at
656-4006
and write news
for The Tiger.
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FOR SALE! NEW CONDOMINIUMS!
AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER

A COMMUNITY DESIGNED JUST FOR STUDENT LIVING
•
•
•
•
•

Only One Mile From Campus
Two Full Baths
Washer, Dryer, Microwave Available
Plenty of Parking
Air Conditioned

•
•
•
•
•

Four Spacious Bedrooms
Refrigerator With Icemaker
Energy Efficient
Professional Property Management
All Brand New Construction

TINIVEQSITY
y

CALHOUN ST.

ELM ST

TIGER BLVD.

UNIVERSITY
U
l

piACF
-L_

SALES OFFICE
388-2 COLLEGE AVE.

LAKE
HARTWELL

RUBIN
SQUARE

CAMPUS

V

CONDOMINIUM I ^

Sales Office Located at
388-2 College Avenue, Clemson, SC
Open daily from 1 to 5 pm
Call in Clemson (803) 654-CALL
or FAX (803) 654-1962
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Sports
NCAA receives
Clemson, my
response

Connecticut's George buries Tigers'
NCAA hopes with last-second shot
by Eric Lyons
staff writer

TRAILING
THE
TIGER
DAVID THOMAS
sports editor

f

After months of pain-staking interviews
and investigations, Clemson university has
finally responded to the 14 alleged violations of NCAA rules. I'm sure many of you
have some recollection of the violations
from when the charges were first issued,
but I would like to take the liberty of refreshing your mind by listing some of the
more interesting charges. I have also added
the extra benefit of listing Clemson's response, and mine, to some of the allegations.
NCAA Bylaws 13.4.1. and 13.5.1.
Allegation: Transportation provided for
prospects at summer football camp, 1987.
It is alleged that during the summer of
1987, a member of the coaching staff provided the young men round-trip transportation between the Clemson business district and the coach's residence, where the
young men played billiards and were provided soft drinks.
During the summer of 1987, an unknown member of the coaching staff provided transportation for the young men
from the university's campus to the Greenville-Spartanburg airport.
Further, it is alleged that a member of
the coaching staff arranged for two unknown young ladies to provide the young
men local transportation at no cost to them.
Clemson's Response: Unintentional
violations did occur. Two campers stayed
in Clemson an extra two days after summer
camp in order to take advantage of special
airline ticket discounts. The two were
given a ride to a staff member's house, and
later to the airport. Campers are routinely
provided rides to and from the airport because of the lack of transportation in the
Clemson area.
My Response: First of all, when I have
to start using scientific notation to keep
track of all the NCAA Bylaws, I know that
there are just too many bylaws to ask each
coach/prospect-host to remember each and
every one of them.
NCAA Bylaws: 0 mathematician who
discovered scientific notation: 1
As for Bylaws 13.4.1. and 13.5.1., I was
unable to find the passage that explicitly
stated that the playing of billiards and the
consumption of soft drinks was a distinct
violation.
Minnesota Fats: 1 NCAABylawsrO
Okay, so one of the coaches was generous enough to offer two prospects a ride to
the airport. My question to the NCAA:
How else would the prospects ever get to
the airport? Hitch-hike? Give Clemson's
illustrious cab service a call?
NCAA Bylaws: .5 Proponents for a
Clemson taxi service: .5
Now wait a minute, pal. Why would
Clemson pay two young ladies to provide
transportation, and only transportation, for
the prospective student-athletes when it
would have been much more cost efficient
just to hire a Crowe Security Guard to
shuttle the prospects around?
prospective student-athletes: 69 IPTAY bank account: $200 withdrawal
NCAA Bylaws 13.01.5 and 13.2.2
Allegation: Sweatshirt, T-shirt provided for prospect by a Bengal Babe,
1987
It is alleged that during the fall of 1987,
while a prospective student-athlete was
making his official paid visit to the
university's campus, a member of the
university's Bengal Babes organization
provided a hooded sweatshirt and a T-shirt
at no cost to the young man.
Further, it is alleged that the aforemen-

see Trailing, page 29

Clemson comebacks in the NCAA Tournament became so frequent, you began to
wonder if men's basketball coach Cliff Ellis
planed it that way.
Coach Ellis denies it, of course. His theory, "Our team was often times in better condition. In the last 10 minutes ofa game our legs
were stronger and we had that extra oomph to
put us over the top. More importantly, we
didn't panic."
That "oomph" allowed the Tigers to come
back from deficits of 7 with 2:42 remaining,
16 at halftime, and 16 with 7:45 remaining to
get back into three games and advance to the
regional semi-finals for the first time since
1980 and only the second time in Clemson
history.
Clemson's first round contest with
Brigham Young in the East Regional in Hartford, CT., saw quite a few first game jitters
with a slow, tight tempo. Senior Elden
Campbell's 12 points led the Tiger attack in
the first half as Clemson posted a 28-23
halftime lead.
But their lead evaporated over the first
seven minutes of the second half when Dale
Davis picked up his third foul and went to the
bench. But when Davis was later inserted
back into the game, Campbell picked up his
third foul and also took a seat on the pine.
Without both twin towers in at the same time,
BYU was able to take a sizable 47-40 lead
with 2:42 remaining.
Eight seconds later, senior Kirkland Howling nailed a three-pointer to pull Clemson to
47-43. Howling's trey sparked the Tiger defense to completely shut down BYU' s offense
the rest of the game. B YU had two chances in
the last 21 seconds to win, but shots by Toolson
and Haws wouldn't drop, and Clemson escaped with a49-47 win.
Lionel Simmons and the La Salle Explorers were Clemson's next opponent. They
wasted no time, scoring 16 points off of 13
Clemson turnovers to have a commanding 4327 lead at the break.

courtesy ofTAPS

Dale Davis grabs the rebound against Wake Forest in the ACC Tournament
That's when that "oomph" kicked in again.
Derrick Forrest had plenty of oomph early in
the second half, scoring eight points during a
26-12 Tiger explosion to pull to within 2,5553. The Tigers took a 10 point lead late in the
game and held off a late La Salle charge for a
79-75 win.
Dale Davis and sixth-man Sean Tyson had

Wilhelm searches for clues
to end baseball team's slide
by Tommy Hood
staff writer

"I saw Miami play and said to myself, and
1 shouldn't have said it, that we can beat them
three straight games with no problem," Wilhelm said.
Exactly a week later Wilhelm sat watching his team practice under the lights at Tiger
Field after the Tigers arrived in Clemson
after a 9-8 loss to Georgia in Athens for their
fifth loss in the past six games.
The Tigers were swept in three games at
Miami last weekend and lost the first game of
a doubleheader against Coastal Carolina 11 2 on Monday after climbing to No. 12 in the
national polls. David Tripp pitched the Tigers to their only win in the past week, a 1-0
decision over Coastal in the second game of
the doubleheader on Monday.

see Basketball, page28

Hatfield has few
changes for Tigers in
spring practice
by Bob Sayre
staff writer

Head baseball coach Bill Wilhelm, whose
team started the season 19-2, sat watching
Miami play Washington State last Wednesday night, having no idea that the next week's
games would be any more trouble than the
previous 21.

Baseball vs. South Carolina
Tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. at
Greenville Municipal
Stadium
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. at Tiger
Field
Monday at 7:00 p.m. at Tiger
field

outstanding performances for the Tigers.
Davis had 26 points and 17 rebounds, while
Sean Tyson had 17 points and 11 boards.
The most dramatic of the Clemson comebacks was in the regional semi-finals versus
Connecticut in East Rutherford, N.J. Huskie

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

The Tigers attempt a pick off at first
base against Coastal Carolina
"We are on a downslide and I don't know
when it will end," said Wilhelm, who saw his
team fall to 20-7 with the loss at Georgia on
Wednesday. "We are self-destructing."
In the series at Miami, the Tigers committed eight errors, including five in an 11 -5 loss
on Friday night. The Tigers lost 9-2 on
Thursday and 2-1 on Saturday.
"We were a much superior team than
Miami and we are a much superior team than
Georgia and the two coaches agree with me
on that," said Wilhelm. However, the team is
having problems with the fundamentals of
baseball and dug itself a hole early at Georgia.

see Baseball, page26

As anxiety and speculation persists
regarding the NCAA's upcoming ruling
on Clemson's alleged rule violations,
Clemson football continues its spring
practices with little sign of outside distraction. Expectations have been high
ever since the Gator Bowl television announcers cited Clemson as a possible
preseason number one for next year.
The practices are currently in full pads
and take place on the practice fields west
of Death Valley and south of the baseball
field each afternoon. Spring practices
began March 3 and officially end with the
Orange and White Game on Saturday,
April 7, at 1 pm.
In his initial drills this spring, Head
Coach Ken Hatfield listed five priorities
which included (in order); learning the
players, familiarizing the players with
the terminology, finding a quarterback,
making sure the players are in the right
positions, and giving the younger players
confidence and experience.
"We have the same hard-nose approach
that Clemson has had for many years,"
explained Hatfield in describing his
coaching philosophy. "We strive to have
teams characterized by great rushing attacks, controlling the clock when you
need to, and rock solid defenses. We
want to be balanced and throw the ball
effectively."
While there may be new faces hollering instructions from the sidelines, don't

see Football, page 31
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Mono won't stop Rigsby
from baseball
We'veallhadit,oratleastknown
someone who has had it - that
dreaded virus called mononucleosis. For most, the symptoms last for
one to three weeks tops. But for
Senior Tim Rigsby, that stubborn
virus suspended his Clemson baseball career for the last half of the
1989 season and probably cost him
a place in the professional baseball
draft.
"If I would have been drafted I
probably would have gone. I just
thought that this was a sign that I
needed to get out (of baseball),"
recalled Rigsby concerning his
mononucleosis ordeal.
After a mediocre year at the plate
with a . 220 batting average as a
sophomore, Rigsby ignited in 1989
to boast a. 313 average before falling victim to mono.
"It was tough. We'vegotasatelite at home, and I was watching on
TV all of the Clemson games in
Florida and was thinking, 'What if I
was there.' I'm glad we did well,
but it just killed me watching the
game," commented Rigsby.
Athletics have played a major
role in Rigsby's life for as long as
he can remember. Rigsby excelled

in both baseball and basketball and
soon adopted them both as his favorite sports.
When asked about his most exciting moment in baseball, Rigsby
said, "It was in Little League. We
were down by two runs in the
(Asheville) City Championship.
There were two outs and a couple
of guys on base, and I hit a home
run in the bottom of the 6th inning
and won it."
Rigsby's day in the sun as a
Little Leaguer carried over into high
school as he continued to lead his
teammates to victory. His senior
year at Erwin High was no exception, as Rigsby tallied a perfect 6-0
record from the mound and a .475
batting average in the box to receive All-conference honors.
Baseball was far from being his
only athletic outlet, though.
Rigsby's talents on the Basketball
court in high school eventually
landed him a starting position at
forward for Warren Wilson College. At forward, Rigsby was called
upon to carry a good deal of the
offensive load, and-he answered
with an average of 15 points a game.
"I played forward because it was
a small school and we didn't have
many guys. I played against guys
who were six-foot .seven-inches,

so it was pretty tough."
Things weren't quite as tough
for Rigsby on WWC's baseball field.
During his first and only year on the
WWC squad in 1987, Rigsby
launched seven homers, batted .320,
stole 41 bases and received the team
MVP award for the season.
After his first colligate season at
WWC, Rigsby met with Clemson
Baseball Coach Bill Wilhelm. Wilhelm then convinced Rigsby to join
his Tiger squad for the 1988 season.
Although a shot at the pros might
seem to be a long shot at the pros for
Tim Rigsby, he still has faith and
confidence in himself.
"I think I've got a pretty good
chance (at making the pros). I'm
not saying that it will happen because nobody ever knows. But I'm
hoping I do," Rigsby expressed.
Even though Rigsby finds himself in the limelight of big baseball
in the ACC, he still likes to settle
down in front of the tube to watch
his other favorite pastime - basketball.
"I'm the biggest basketball fan
in the world. I miss playing."
As his senior year begins to wind
down as a Tiger baseball player,
Rigsby says he will remember
Coach Wilhelm above all else that
he has experienced while wearing
orange and white.
"We have talks for hours and
hours at a time. If you do something
wrong, he'll let you know about it.
He's not like any coach I have ever
had," concluded Rigsby.

Tim Rigsby leaps to catch a line drive

The Tigers went up 1-0 in the
first on an RBI single by Jimmy
Crowley that brought home Brian
Kowitz, who led off with a single to
extend his hitting streak to 29 games.
However, an error by first baseman Joe DeBerry cost the team a
run in the first. Leadoff hitter
McKay Smith reached first on the

error and scored when Jeff Cooper
hit a homerun off starter Brian Faw.
Georgia's Ray Suplee led off
the second with a walk, stole second and then scored when DeBerry
had problems fielding a bunt by
Joey Alfonso. Alfonso reached
third on the error and then scored
on a ground out to put Georgia up
4-1.
The Bulldogs scored anotherrun

in the third on consecutive doubles
by Tracy Wildes and Suplee.
Crowley scored in the top of the
fourth to bring the Tigers within 52, but a wild pitch by Faw in the
bottom half of the inning scored
Georgia's McKay Smith.
The Tigers rallied for two runs in
each of the sixth, seventh and eighth
innings, while the Bulldogs held
onto a 9-8 lead going into the top of

the ninth after they scored three
runs off reliever Ron Frazier in the
sixth.
In the ninth Mike Couture
walked with two outs and stole second with Eric Macrina at the plate.
Macrina walked, but Todd Stefan
struck out with a full count and
Couture at second to end the game.
"We were able to make it a close
game," said Wilhelm. "I was as

by David Thomas
sports editor

Tommy Hood/staff photographer

close as it can possibly be, but we
swung at some bad pitches in that
last inning and our bunt defense
hurt us early."
The Bulldogs converted five bunt
attempts successfully and finished
with nine hits and two errors. The
Tigers had 14 hits, but committed
four errors.
The Tigers next face South Caro-
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Women continue second round
upsets in NCAA Tournament
by Eric Lyons
staff writer
Coach Jim Davis and his Lady
Tiger basketball squads have developed a knack for becoming a
NCAA Tournament "Sweet 16"
with second round upsets.
Last year the Tigers knocked
off 18th ranked Georgia in Littlejohn 78-65 to earn a berth into
the regional semi-finals. This year
they traveled north and upset the
Lady Huskies of Connecticut 6159 on their home floor to advance
to the "Sweet 16" for the second
consecutive year.
After receiving a fifth seed in
the East Regional, the Tigers were
assigned a first round home game
with Manhattan, with the winner
traveling to Connecticut for the
second round.
Pesky Manhattan gave
Clemson all it could handle in the
first half. The Jaspers shot 12 of
25 for the floor, had balanced
scoring from their players, and
kept within striking distance
throughout, letting the Clemson
lead grow no larger than six points.
The Jaspers entered the locker
room at halftime down 38-34.
Coach Davis was satisfied with
their first-half effort. "I really felt
that Manhattan suffered from a
lack of depth, and we planned to
use a fast-tempo, pressing game
to take advantage of that. Although it didn't seem to work
then, we decided to stick with it."
The plan took its toll on Manhattan in the second half. Up 4440 with 16:09 remaining, the Tigers went on a 23-5 run over the
next seven minutes by forcing
several turnovers and rebounding
off the glass. Manhattan took a
timeout with nine minutes remaining, but by that time the damage
had been done, the Tigers up 6745. The Lady Tigers prevailed
79-55.
"We turned it around in the
second half. I'm proud of the
effort. It wasn't two or five players, it was a team effort," said
Coach Davis.
In the second round, the University of Connecticut jumped out
to an quick 10-2 lead that forced
the Lady Tigers to call a timeout,
much to the delight of the 2,500
vocal Huskie fans in attendance.
The Tigers came back out and cut
the Huskie lead to one on several
occasions. Freshman Kerry
Boyatt's three-point goal knotted
the score at 21, and the Tigers
took a 34-32 lead at the end of the
first half on a Peggy Sells jumper
at the buzzer.
The Tigers built an 11 point
lead midway through the second

half and owned a 59-51 lead
with 1:52 left. But the Tigers
gave Connecticut every opportunity to regain the lead, missing
seven of nine free throws in the
closing seconds of the game.
Connecticut would not regain
the lead again, and center Kerry
Bascom's three-point attempt at
the buzzer fell short, preserving a
6l-59win.
Old Dominion University in
Norfolk, Va. was the site of the
regional semi-final game, and
their opponent was perennial
power Tennessee. The Volunteers will be hosting this
weekend's women's Final Four
and were determined to win the
East Regional for the opportunity to play for the national championship in front of their home
crowd.
Clemson was determined
early not to let them, jumping out
to a 16-9 lead behind freshman
Kerry Boyatt's six points.
But then Tennessee decided
to send in Kerry Casteel after
them. Only averaging 5.2 agame,
Casteel's eight points sparked a
27-10 Volunteer run that gave
Tennessee a 36-26 lead.
"She really broke our back in
the first half," said Davis. "But
we really weren't down at intermission. Tennessee's Dabrea
Charles had three fouls, and we
were still in the game (down 4032)."
But those hopes were quickly
dashed as the Volunteers opened
the half with a 21-6 run to lead
61-38. Tennessee's lead never
slipped below 16 from there as
they posted the 80-62 semi-final
win. Casteel was one of a trio of
Tennessee players who finished
with 14 points apiece for the
game. Freshman Kerry Boyatt
led Clemson with 22.
"Their offensive rebounding
really got us down in the second
half, not keeping them off the
glass was a back-breaker. They
have an excellent team," said
Davis.
Shandy Bryan had an excellent tournament performance, averaging 14.3 points a game.
"Shandy has really come on in
the last third part of the season
and gave us the extra scoring
punch we were searching for,"
comments Davis.
The Lady Tigers will have
their entire starting lineup back
next year, and will lose only senior Lisa Brown. "Although we
certainly have work to do and
need to have a good recruiting
year, we are already looking forward to next season."

Worried about being pregnant?
We care!
•free pregnancy testing
•abortion services
•birth control
•infection checks
•evening appointments
•strictly confidential
Palmetto State Medical Center
271-8671
Mon-Fri 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
712 Laurens Road, Greenville, SC
near Carolina Retirement Center

David Chamberlain/editor in chief

Get up, please.

After suffering knee injuries last season, Terry Allen has decided to turn pro.

Grapplers send six to NCAA, finish third in ACC
by Ryan Swaim
staff writer
The Clemson wrestling team, led
by senior Bill Domasky and junior
Kurt Howell, equaled their third
place finish of last year in the ACC
Championships, with N.C. State
repeating as champs and Maryland
finishing second. The Tigers also
tied a 1989 team record by sending
6 qualifiers to the NCAA Championship meet on March 22-24 in
College Park, Maryland.
The most anticipated match of
Saturday's ACC finals was in the
118-pound weight class. The meet
pitted two of the country' s best wrestlers against each other for a rematch of the 1989 title bout.
Clemson's Donnie Heckel, 261-1 overall and ranked fifth at the
118-pound weight class, faced off
against UNC's Doug Wyland.
Wyland entered the match as the

1989 NCAA runner-up at 118 with
a perfect 32-0 mark this season and
the #1 ranking in the country at 126
pounds.
After wrestling the entire season
at 126 pounds, Wyland dropped a
weight class for postseason action.
Wyland's gamble paid off as he defeated Heckel 4-0 for his second
straight ACC title.
Things soon got better for the
Tigers, however, as #2 seed Kurt
Howell avenged an earlier loss by
upsetting N.C. State's Clayton
Grice 6-1. Howell, 18-5 overall
and ranked 17th nationally, captured his first ACC title with the
win.
The next match proved to be a
heartbreaker for Clemson's Mike
Bodily, a 134-pound junior. Facing
the #1 seed Jason Shea of Maryland, Bodily was on his way to an
upset win. But, after leading 6-3,
Bodily slipped and was pinned at

SOMETIMES IT TAKES
AN ARMY TO PAY BACK
YOUR COLLEGE LOAN.
Paying back your college loan can be a long,
uphill battle. But the Army's Loan Repayment
Program makes it easy.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will
reduce your college debt by lh or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your
college loan will be completely paid off.
^bu're eligible for this program with a National
Direct Student Loan or a Guaranteed Student Loan
or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after
October 1,1975. And the loan can't be in default.
And just because you've left college, don't think
you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill training
offers a wealth of valuable high-tech, career-oriented
skills. Call your local Army Recruiter to find out more.
Seneca
882-6893

Anderson
224-4601

Easley
855-4287

4:56. The victory was Shea's 14th
in a row to give him a 21 -4-1 overall
record, while Bodily took a 14-112 record into the NCAAs.
The Clemson team gained its
second and last title of the day as
Bill Domasky whipped Virginia's
only finalist, Richard Brzozinski,
6-1. Domasky finish the season
ranked 15th in the nation with a 234-1 record at 142 pounds.
Clemson's 150 pounder, Dave
Buckley, finished fifth.
Clemson's Chris Donegan narrowly missed making the trip to
College Park as the young freshman was beaten in the consolation
finalsbyUNC'sPete Welch. Donegan captured fourth place in the
ACC tournament.
Another Clemson finalist was
junior Dave Miller, who lost to
Maryland's Matt Caro by a score of

see Wrestling, page 28
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First Jump Course Special:
$20.00 Off all First Jump Courses when you tell
us you saw it in the TIGER! CALL TODAY!
ITS SAFE
"TS FUN
FLYING TIGER
Jim Burriss
SPORT PARACHUTE CENTER
Eric Barnhill
843-2151
Oconee County Airport
882-1928
Please call tor Reservations. Classes areforming NOW!

So We don't
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Basketball

Wrestling

from page 25

from page 27

fans were just beginning to celebrate with Connecticut ahead 6755 with 5:08 left. The Tigers
would need a lot of "oomph" to
get back into this game.
That oomph came in the form
of a Howling three-pointer, a Forrest steal and layup, a Davis tipin bucket, and several free throws.
Clemson had pulled to within two,
69-67. Connecticut was completely rattled, turning the ball
over 6 times in the last 5:08.
David Young hit a threepointer with 12 seconds left to put
Clemson on top 70-69. Connecticut missed a shot on their end, and
Tyson rebounded and was immediately fouled with 1.8 seconds
left. Even after he missed the front
end of the one-and-one and Connecticut called timeout, it looked
like Clemson would once again
prevail with a miracle comeback.
But Connecticut had one last
"oomph" left of its own. Tate
George caught a cross-court pass
from Scott Burrell and fired a
jumper with no time on the clock.
The shot swished through the net,
and the Connecticut bench
dashed onto the court in jubilation. Coach Ellis and the Clemson
bench watched from their own
ber.ch in disbelief.
The Tigers cannot be disappointed with their first ever Atlantic Coast Conference regular season championship, their undefeated home record, and their
tournament run.
But in their final game, even
with the comeback, they did not
have enough "oomph."

5-2. Miller finished with a 13-9-2
record overall.
Clemson narrowly missed sending another wrestler to the NCAAs
when Jym Guyer lost third place to
Duke's Keith Girvan in the 167pound division.
The Tiger's freshman starter at
190, Keith Turner, turned several
heads in the first round when he
beat #1 seed Dennis O'Brien of
Maryland. Turner then lost to defending champ Brad Weber of
Duke. Weber, 25-9 and ranked 15th
nationally, went on to defend his
title by beating Jay Landolfo of
UNC by a score of 5-1. Turner's
road got no easier, as he was beaten
by nationally ranked (#20) and second-seeded Ty Williams of N.C.
State.
Clemson's final NCAA qualifier was sophomore Scott Williams, who beat Shawn Hocker of
North Carolina for third place in
the heavyweight division.
"We knew coming in that it
would be a four-team race, so we
were happy to be in the top three.
Bill and Kurt provided excellent
leadership by winning their weight
classes, but everyone wrestled
great," commented Head Coach
Eddie Griffin.
Griffin was also very optimistic about the future. "We are only
losing one senior from our starting
lineup [Domasky], and we are having a very strong recruiting year,
so we should be poised to make a
strong run for the ACC title next
year!"

M-Th
F
Sa

10a.m.-7p.m.
10a.m.-5 p.m.
10a.m.-2p.m.

654-5758

art parts

209 Pendleton Road
(between the Armory & the Plez U)
Clemson

P

How Connecticut scored
last-second winning shot
The University of Connecticut defeated Clemson
71 -70 Thursday on a desperation shot by guard
Tate George as the clock ran
out. Here's how it
happened:

With one
second left on the clock,
Connecticut, down by a point, has
the ball under the Clemson basket. Scott Burrell, a pitcher
who was the No. 1 pick by the Seattle Mariners last year,
throws a pass about 80 feet downcourt; George leaps,
catches it, turns and fires a 12-to 15-foot shot that drops
through without touching the rim. Clock shows one-tenth
of a second left when the shot leaves his hands.
Source: USA Today/Apple College Information Network

Clemson Home Baseball Schedule
Apr.1 Sun.vs.USCat2:00
Apr.2 Monvs. USC at 7:00
Apr.3 Tues. vs. East Term. State at 3:00
Apr.9 Mon. vs. USCat7:00
Apr.10Tues.vs.AppalachianSt.at7:00
Apr. 11 Wed. vs. Furman at 7:00
Apr. 13 Fri. vs. N.C. State at 7:00
Apr. 14 Sat. vs. N.C. State at 7:00
Apr.15Sun.vs. N.C. State at2:00
Apr. 17 Tue. vs. Georgia Southern 7:00
Apr. 18 Wed. vs. Georgia Southern 3:00
Apr. 24 Tue. vs. Tennessee 7:00
Apr. 25 Wed. vs. Tennessee 3:00
Apr. 28 Sat. vs. Georgia Tech 7:00
May 9 Wed vs. Georgia 7:00
May 10 Thr. vs. Campbell 7:00
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Watch the Final Four Saturday as Georgia
Tech and Duke attempt to advance...
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Trailing
from page 25
tioned member of the Bengal Babes
introduced the young man to several
representatives of the university's
athletics interests at a tailgate party
prior to the university' s football game
against the University of Georgia,
where the young man was entertained with a meal.
Clemson's response: An inadvertent violation occurred when a
Clemson sweatshirt was purchased
by the student host. The student was
not aware that this was a rules violation. The university does not believe the tailgating incident to be a
violation of NCAA rules because
people at the tailgate party were family members and not representatives
of the university's athletic interests.
My response: If our coaches
can't even keep up with all of the
NCAA rules, how is it that a Bengal
Babe will be able to do so. And
besides, the "tailgate party" is as
much of a part of Clemson football
as Howard's Rock or running down
The Hill, well almost. Clemson tradition takes one below the belt from
the NCAA.
Clemson Tradition:-1 NCAA
Bylaws: .5
NCAA Bylaws 13.1.2.1, 14.4.1,
andl3.5.1
Allegation: Transportation, meal
provided for prospect during football camp, 1986.
It is alleged that a member of the
coaching staff arranged for a representative of the university's athletics interest to provide the young man
with local automobile transportation
between the university' s campus and
a Pizza Hut restaurant, where he was
entertained by the representative for
a meal at no cost to the young man.
Clemson's response: The infor-

The Tiger
mation is partially true. A meal
was purchased for a young man
attending summer football
camp by an individual who was
not a representative of the athletic department and who used
personal funds.
My response: Well, the only
true winner here is Pizza Hut.
A little bit of free advertising
never hurt anyone.
Pizza Hut: 1 Domino's:0
Well, if you've been keeping score, you should be almost
as confused as all of the coaches
trying to determine whether or
not each little action could fall
under consideration as a NCAA
violation. It seems a law degree would be a good prerequisite for coaches in the future,
but the Clemson coaching staff
needs guidance immediately.
THE SOLUTION: In the
response to each of the 14 allegations, Clemson proposed that
a Director of Compliance for
Clemson athletics be appointed
to view all recruiting activities
and to create educational programs to better inform the
coaches, staff members, students and supporters about the
NCAA rules and regulations.
WILLITWORK? Certainly
it will decrease the number of
violations that occur each year,
but in no way will it prevent all
future violations from happening.
THE VERDICT: Tune in
on April 20th.
WHAT CAN WE DO? Grin
and bear it. Much like the Bowl
system in the NCAA, the numerous Bylaws need to be reformed and simplified.
But with or without Bylaws,
Tiger Football will press on.

Kappa Delta's "Mr. Greek1
Pageant 1990 benefiting
Children's Hospital,
Richmond, Va.
"Go West Young Man"
Monday, April 2nd
Tillman Hall, 7pm
Admission: $2
Clemson
Baseball
Versus
South Carolina
Sunday, April 1
2:00 P.M. and
Monday, April 2
7:00 P.M.
Tiger Field
Come See The
Nationally
Ranked Tigers
In Action
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How two minutes can become an eternity
By TOM WEIR
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network
It is the most maddening part of
March Madness, when seconds take
minutes to tick off the game clock,
and time stretches as if it has been
rubberized.
The NFL has its two-minute
drill, but in the NCAA basketball
tournament it's the two-minute chill,
when trailing teams try to freeze
time, and often succeed.
Every NCAA tournament
junkie has witnessed this slowdown,
when the last 120 seconds turn ugly
because of a barrage of fouling or—
worse — an avalanche of timeouts
that give way to an onslaught of television commercials. And suddenly
a game loaded with excitement for
38 minutes gets diminshed by the
last two.
So what to do?
Among options the NCAA will
be looking at this week when the
basketball rules committee meets at
the Final Four in Denver:
— Not letting coaches save all
four timeouts for the second half. If
the two allowed for the first half
weren't used, they wouldn't carry
over to the second half, as can be
donenow.
— Creating greater penalties
for fouls in the last two minutes.
— Adapting the current international rule, which gives the fouled
team the option of shooting free
throws or inbounding the ball.
"I think one of the things definitely to do is limiting the number of
timeouts, especially on TV games,"
said Ed Steitz, the NCAA basketball
rules committee secretary, and the
man who pushed through college
basketball' s three-point shot.
"We have eight TV timeouts,
minimum, and some national networks take nine," he said. "Then you
have four for each team. You 're talking a minimum of 16 timeouts in a
game."
International rules already forbid carrying over timeouts into the
second half, but Steitz said the international rule that allows the option
of inbounding the ball isn 't working.
"They have found that the right
of option doesn't work," he said.
"They were fouling obsessively.
The ends of the games were just a
series of inbounds passes, and everyone was fouling out."
Because of that the international governing body for amateur
basketball, FIB A, plans to drop that
rule this summer, Steitz said.
Another theory is that trailing
coaches wouldn 't be so eager to foul
late in the game if the opposition got

an automatic two free throws instead
of the one-and-one bonus situation,
where the first free throw has to be
made in order to get a chance at the
second.
"I'm not so sure the two-shot
foul would make a difference," said
NCAA coordinator of officials Hank
Nichols, who worked a record 10
Final Fours and six NCAA championship games. "If the only way a
team can win is by fouling, they're
going to continue to do it no matter
how many free throws they give up.
I would rather deal with getting rid of
a bunch of the timeouts. Get rid of a
few, and don't let them accumulate."
Steitz first became concerned
about excessive fouling when
intentional fouling played a big role
in the 1983 championship for Jim
Valvano-coached North Carolina
State.
"When Valvano did it, people
thought he won a national championship with it," Steitz said. "It hasn't
been a real bad situation, but I've
been concerned about it for the last
six years. With the shot clock and the
three-point shot, I think the game has
never been better than what we have
now, except for this one limitation."
Here are some suggestions from
others to solve the problem:
From Digger Phelps, Notre
Dame coach and chairman of the
National Association of Basketball
Coaches' rules committee:

— After the 10th foul of the
second half, award two free throws
and possession of the ball for every
foul.
— Or, make every foul in the
last two minutes worth two free
throws.
"If the officials aren't going to
call intentional fouls, then we have
to put it in the rule," Phelps said.
From some leading college
basketball officials:
— Gene Monje, Big East: Allow the fouled team to choose their
best free throw shooter.
— Pete Pavia, Big East:
Award the fouled team three shots
to make two. "It'd almost be an
automatic two points, instead of the
chance of no points with the oneand-one."
— Booker Turner, Pac-10:
Adopt the international rule — a
team's choice of two shots or the
ball out. "If you foul now, you pay
dearly. That puts the onus on the defensive team, not the official."
— Dick Paparo, ACC: Adopt
the NBA rule and stop the clock after each basket. "This gives the defense a chance without fouling."
Despite their different ideas,
most of them agree with Pavia when
he said:
"Something has to be done because it is a joke in certain games.
It's making a travesty of the game."
(Weir writes for USA TODAY).

Summer Study on Health
Care in the Netherlands
Students interested in earning three (3) elective
credits this summer studying health care in the
Netherlands from July 8-August 5, 1990 should
call Ms. Jeri Milstead at 656-5493.
Preregistration deadline is April 6, 1990. Nonrefundable deposit of $300 due on or before
April 6.

Spring 1990

Nine Ball Shootout
Begins Tuesday, April 3, 6:45 pm
(Sign up & practice
5:45 pm)

Trophies, Etc.
Union Games Area

UUlaae
APARTMENTS

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
Two bedroom Townhouses
available featuring:
•Pool
•Planned Activities
•Laundry Facilities
• 10 Minutes from campus
•Leasing for fall semester
•Summer Special—3 months lease

Call for Details

Resident Manager

654-6158
OFF HWY. 123 ON ISAQUEENA TRAIL

For Sale: New Villa,
four bedroom, 3 1/2
bath, garage, sundeck,
screen porch, living
room, dining room,
kitchen. $89,500.
Call Elizabeth at
654-4339, 654-4344,
or 654-1302.
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^ the computer you
need to succeed in the
real world and a chance
to use it there.
TryaMacintosh'andoiterAr^
1
You could winaweekat one of these leadingorganizations j
and a Macintosh computer.
jnf
Enter April 2 - April 20
Call The Micro Center @ 656-3714
See vour Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations.
© 1990 Apple'Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Play ball.

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

Mike Kimbrell pitches to Coastal Carolina Monday to
lose the first of a double header but the Tigers came
back to win the second 1 -0.

3 BIG
University Bookstore Clearance Sales
April 7th (Spring Game) 10am-until
Near West end zone entrance to the Stadium
Gift & Souvenir Clearance and Non-clearance type items on sale
April 21st (Greek Day)
Intramural Tield
Greek Clearance items on sale
April 27th (Pepsi/Bookstore) Spring Fling 9 am-5 pm
At the Bookstore/Edgars courtyard
Gift & Souvenir Clearance Item on sale
Pepsi product give-aways
Bookstore give-aways
Free ballons
Caricature Sketches
Popcorn, cotton candy, Pepsi
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Football
from page 25
look for too many on the playing
field. The defense which was dominating at times last year returns
eight starters, and with experienced
players returning at every position
it looks to be as solid as ever.
The heart of the defense might
be found in the outside linebacker
quartet of Levon Kirkland, Ashley
Sheppard, John Johnson, and
Wayne Simmons. Some consider
these four to be the best unit of
outside linebackers in college football. This is a point hard to argue
after watching how they wreaked
havoc on Florida State and West
Virginia with their abandoned style
ofplay.
The offense has somewhat less
experience returning, yet it boasts
an outstanding front line. Right
tackle Stacy Long is an Outland

Trophy and Lombardi Award candidate this season, and guards Eric
Harmon and Jeb Flesch return as
starters for the third year in a row.
With tailback Terry Allen leaving to enter the National Football
League draft, Clemson will be without its top four rushers from last
year. Clemson football's most illustrious position, the tailback,
could be filled by Reggie Lawrence
who returns with 140 yards on 36
carries last season.
DeChane Cameron will most
likely move in as the starting quarterback replacing Morocco.
Cameron finished last season with
impressive passing statistics, including a 66.7 percent completion
percentage and 9.1 yards per passing attempt. Chris Gardocki, who
finished among the nations top ten
in both punting and field goals as a
sophomore last season returns to
handle the kicking game.

Economical Rentals
Condo-type new mobile homes
2 large bedrooms, 2 baths
Large living room and kitchen, Central heating and air
1/4 mile from campus
Call Today

Hit him again!

Kevin Taylor/head photographer

The steel jaw grasp of Levon Kirkland hauls in Furman's
Frankie DeBusk in last year's game in Death Valley.

THE FUTON FACTORY
833-1 HWY 93
(ACROSS FROM SKY CITY)
■ HANDMADE TUTON"
MATTRESSES
■ CONVERTIBLE SOFA-BEDS
■ CUSTOM TIE-DYING
AND MORE!!

654-6943
OPENMON.^AT 11-6

654-4934
or 836-6886

Rent:

$350
$400

May, June, July
August-April

Considering technical
writing as a career?
• collaborate with local
industry on a
documental project
• design, write, and test real-world
documents
• prerequisite—English 314 or 304 or good
writing skills and consent of instructor

Advanced Technical Writing
English 490/690 Fall, 1990
12:30-1:45 T,Th
for more information, call 656-3168 or 656-5418

Looking for a career in journalism? Want to improve your
writing and editing abilities? JVnow how to produce a
kicking layout?
The Tiger has some open opportunities for you then
The
Tiger is looking for a features editor, an art director, a circulation manager,and an office manager.
The Tiger also has several assistant editor positions available,
including assistant managing editor .
Interested? Call Dean or Dave at
656-2150..
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
Participants in the 1990 Wellness
Challenge need to make
appointments for follow-up
screenings. Testing will be done
March 26-30 and April 2-6.
Participants should call 656-3076
for an appointment.
On Tuesday, April 3 at 7:30p.m.,
the Foothills Group of the Sierra
Club will hold its regular meeting.
Slides and photos of scenic areas of
our state and nearby areas will be
presented. The meeting will be held
at the Clemson UnitarianUniversalist Fellowship, 226
Pendleton Road, Clemson. Guests
and visitors are invited.
PREPHARMACY MAJORS:
The College of Pharmacy at USCColumbia is having a 1990
showcase on April 7 including a
picnic/cookout and you are invited
to attend, but you must make a
reservation ahead of time. Please
contact Ms. Dillon, 120 Kinard, for
details by April 3.
The YMCA is accepting
applications
for
summer
employment, including positions for
Camp Counselor, Boating Director,
and Lifeguard/Swim Instructor. For
additional information, call 6562460.
Rape Crisis Council-Trained
volunteer staff on campus can offer
victims of sexual assessment
confidential peer support,
information, and referral. Call
collect: 878-7268 24 hours a day.
Members of St. Andrew's
Catholic Church in Clemson
welcome non-Catholics interested
in taking a deeper look into their
personal journey of faith and how
they might more fully celebrate that
faith within the Catholic
community. Come explore your
questions with us on Monday
evenings at 7:30 p.m. in the Catholic
Church office building, 200
Edgewood Avenue. For more
information, call the church office
at 654-1757.

Pioneer SX4 stereo receiver. AM/
FM twenty watts output seek and
scan tuning. Used less than 100
hours. Cost $320 sell $100. Call
944-2788.

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000/
month. Summer, year-round, all
countries, all fields. Free
information, write IJC, P.O. Box
52-SC01, Corona Del Mar CA
92625.

$5,000 GOLD CARD-No
turndowns! No deposit needed.
Cash advances! Also Fast, easy
VISA/MC, no deposit! Free info!
1-800-23406741, anytime.

autos for sale
GOOD WHEELS CHEAPSelling 1983 Honda GL650 Silver
Wing motorcycle. Excellent
mechanical condition, extras. $700.
656-3875 days or 882-0594 after 5,
weekends.
1985 Pontiac Fiero GT, V-6,
candy apple red, AT, AC, tilt, cruise,
sunroof, AM/FM, PW, $5500,
negotiable. Call 834-5961 or 2949649.
ATTENTION:
GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyers Guide. (602) 8388885 Ext. A7313.
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 X 4's
seized in drug raids for under
$100.00? Call for facts today. (805)
644-9533. Dept. 541.
Is it true...Jeeps for $44 through
the Government? Call for facts!
(708) 742-1142 Ext. 457.

help wanted
Modeling-$ 10 to $20/hr, Beach/
swimwear. All Jr. sizes. Photogenic
only. Submit photo, description,
phone to-Studios, Box 111312,
Pittsburgh, PA 15238.
HOUSEKEEPER NEEDED:
Need energetic person who will
work 7-8 hours per week cleaning
my home and office. Must do
laundry, wash, dry, fold and put
away clothes as well as clean house.
$10/hr. Call 654-1669.

Clemson Juggler's Club is now
meeting Saturdays at 12 p.m. on
Bowman
Field
(weather
permitting), Fike Multi-purpose
Room otherwise. Everyone is
invited! All styles and skills
welcome! Call Dean at 656-6783
for details.

ATTENTION: Excellent Income
for Home Assembly Work. Info.
Call 504-646-1700 DEPT. P5158.

The Clemson Sports Car Club
will meet Monday, April 2 at 6:00
p.m. in the Jordan Room. The last
Autocross, the poker run, the
Chimney Rock Hillclimb and the
spring cookout will be discussed.
All members and anyone interested
are urged to attend.

SUMMER JOBS All land/water
sports. Prestige children's camps
Adirondack Mountains near Lake
Placid. Call (800) 343-8373.

The Clemson Sports Car Club
will hold an Autocross Sunday,
April 1 in the commuter lot behind
the stadium west stands.
Registration starts at 11:00 a.m.,
and the first run is at noon. Everyone
is welcome to participate or
spectate!
The national collegiate driving
championship will be held April 11
in parking lot R-3.

for sale
For Sale: Baseball, Football and
Basketball cards for sale. Call Dean
at 656-4006 for a price list.

ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government Jobs - your area.
$17,840 - $69,485. Call (602) 8388885. Ext. R7313.

Lifeguards: Summer jobs
available at outdoor pools in Atlanta
area. Openings for swimming and
diving coaches and lifeguards.
Certification classes available;
register now. Call SwimAtlanta
Pool Management, (404) 992-8818,
for more information.
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
WATCHING TV! $32,000/year
income potential. Details (602) 8388885 Ext. TV7313.
National Marketing Firm seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible
hours with earnings potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be
organized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at
(800)592-2121.

Summer Job—Work in your
hometown-choose your own
hours-$200.00+per week. Items
easy to sell. List name-home
address, college address and phone
#. Mail to Box 823, Central, SC
29630.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime from
DC or NYC for $160 or less with
AIRHITCH (as reported in
Consumer Reports, NY Times and
Let's Go!) For details, call
AIRHITCH at 212-864-2000.

ATTENTION: EASY WORK
EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble
products at home. Details (602) 8388885 Ext. W7313.

housing

personals

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! 32,000/year
potential. Details (602) 838-8885
Ext. T7313.

For rent: (Summer/Fall/Spring)
Furnished 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath
mobile home in Clemson. A/C,
washer, dryer, newly remodeled.
Modern and clean $225/mo. 6533227 after 3.

gOD-It was a GREAT year...but
all good things must come to an
end. Have one for me at Myrtle
Beach. Number One

Learn to work for government at
your own rate and make great pay!
Send $20.00 for complete starter's
kit to: Matthew Campbell, Box
5744, University Station, Clemson,
SC 29632.

WANTED-SUMMER
SUBLET 6/1 -8/15; male researcher;
A/C necessary; inexpensive; Write
PO Box 1217, Clemson, SC 29633.

WIN
A
HAWAIIAN
VACATION or a big screen TV
plus raise up to $1,400 in just 10
days!!
Objective: Fundraiser.
Commitment: Minimal.
Money: Raise $1,400.
Cost: Zero Investment.
Campus Organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC: (800)
932-0528/(800) 950-8472, ext. 10.
Lifeguards: Summer jobs
available at outdoor pools in Atlanta
area. Openings for swimming and
diving coaches and lifeguards.

Holly-could we do more than
History? Kayleigh's Friend
Happy Birhtday Debbie! Richard

lost and found

Gerv-I won my money back in
the card game Saturday night and
got a free hangover on SundayThe Tonster

Lost near Littlejohn Coliseum:
Tiger press pass. Please return to
the office of The Tiger (906
University Union) or call 656-2150.

To The Tiger staff: Thanks for a
great effort on the first issue. Keep
up the effort on the first issue and
the good work. Deano

miscellaneous

ToThe Tiger ad staff: Great job
this week. Keep selling the ads.
Deano

WANTED: Stereo system in
good condition for reasonable price.
868-4112.

Keowee Key Golf and Country
Club now hiring wait staff, hostesses
and bartenders. Start now and work
through the summer 944-2155. Askfor F&B Manager.

ADOPTION. Open arms, loving
heart and home. I'm hoping to share
my life with a child. Let's help each
other. Call Debbi anytime
COLLECT at (215) 752-3604 or
(802)235-2312.

Need Money? Work part-time
three to 5 nights per week calling
for prestigious colleges and
universities. $4.50/hr+. Need more
information? Call Shawn Hall, 231 7104.

Physician and wife can provide
secure, stable, loving home for your
baby. Experienced parents of
adopted 2 year old. Legal, private
adoption. Call Susan and Steve
collect 513-891-1583.

Dave-Good luck on Tuesday and
happy 21st. KT
Tim K.-Congrats...Two years in
a row! You've done a great job, and
I'm sure it'll get better. Doug

Advertise in
Campus Bulletin...
100 per word (students)
250 per word (non-students)

Deadline-4p.m.
Wednesday

Learn the fine art of photography from the
professionals at The Tiger. Call Kevin at 2150.

BREAKAWAY
FUGAZY TRAVEL
Can Help You Get-Away
CANCUN
3 Nights & Airfare
JAMAICA
3 Nights & Airfare
EUROPE-SUMMER
1 month
CRUISES
from
HAWAII
1 week from
WEST COAST
from
under
LET US FLY YOU HOME

$229
$339
$946
$388
$791
$400

MANY MORE AVAILABLE! CALL US TODAY!
"Your first stop to anywhere in the world"

654-389011103TigerBlvd
Clemson, SC 29631

